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PART I
Chapter 1

We make up stories to explain things around us. Some are probably very familiar. 
	Democrats are failing because of policies. This or that Republican wanted to do the right thing but was weak, was a coward, had to appease Trump. Bush’s disastrous mishandling of Hurricane Katrina brought his public standing crashing to Earth. Voters expect leaders to show that democracy works. Democrats are failing because of message. It’s the economy, stupid.
	We require made-up stories to comment on politics and on voters. Factual numbers and factual anecdotes, both, have any particular meaning because we assign meaning to them. So we look for meaning. We also look for morals, and characters, and narrative interest, and controversy, and suspense, and secrets. Our political stories have a tendency to delve, whatever the subject, except if that subject is obvious.
	Gerrymandering is real and works well, but we’ve spent much more time talking about gerrymandering data and anecdotes and secrets than about why it can work at all, and what that means.
	The president’s party gets punished at midterms; and many people, even many voters, hold the whole political system in contempt. Both are common ideas which spark little controversy. Yet our stories pass at once from acknowledging them, to speculation about exceptions, so often that what’s obvious and noncontroversial in theory is more like a strict taboo in practice.
	No one can discover or expose a genuinely open secret, when one even exists. One can only talk about it more. A lot of preferred stories seem, lately, to be stretching awfully far for some reason, so I made a story about something they could be stretching around.

In looking at voting patterns and deciding there’s a pattern, and let’s call it nemesis, I’m making stuff up. But we do this routinely. Thousands or millions of characters make for an impractical story. So we use composite characters, like Soccer Moms, or Independents, or just voters.
	To the extent that we can aggregate millions of decisions into a unit called “voters,” since the early 1990s American voters routinely vote to annihilate the sitting president’s party. This could be a remarkable story, a murder mystery in which some agency keeps bumping off characters in a very consistent pattern, but everyone simply carries on. Speculation instead fixes on how these bizarre fatal accidents occurred, or what drove someone to suicide, or whether or not the obvious next victim will make the right choices.
	Prevailing stories about midterm disapproval and annihilation seem nearly that surreal, at this point. America’s major parties are more sorted than in generations, yet voters are swapping them in and out routinely, and arguably more rapidly than in generations. Explanations based on policies are, unsurprisingly, a nonsense of contradictions. Democrats are going too far left; aren’t going far enough left. Democrats are doing too little; are doing too much. It’s kitchen table economics; it’s social values. Much media coverage of politics barely pretends any longer to have a consistent theory. It’s just inventing explanations of whatever has happened during the current news cycle.
	Other popular stories, about message, or turnout, or division as an artificial creation, may be more credible, but may also be narrative and political dead-ends.
	That possibility may still be catching up to people. Imagine a summary, available in 2016, of just the first three years of the Trump presidency. I suspect many people would have anticipated such events would put the Republican Party out of business for years, maybe for good. Some actually speculated as much, beforehand. The pandemic, Big Lie, and Capitol putsch would seemingly have confirmed that expectation. Instead, Trump and his party began a roaring comeback within just one year of his 2020 defeat, and commentary seamlessly moved on to “what Biden’s doing wrong.”
	It isn’t the case that Biden or his party performed faultlessly, let alone that nothing is amiss in the country. But the explanations for not only swift disenchantment with Biden’s Democratic government, but impatience for restoring the Republican Party just dismissed from power, strain credibility. 
	Supposedly rising prices were to blame, although 2021 inflation was by no means a historic outlier, and was accompanied by a historically good job market1. Or Republicans win through messaging, which coincidentally became much more effective right after a Democratic president took office. Or voters grew impatient with COVID-19, even though 2021 was considerably more like normal life than 2020, with the full and practically reckless support of Biden.
	It is no good to say that there’s no consistent story because politics is simply inconsistent and unpredictable—because some important features are very consistent. There is a pattern which simply doesn’t make much sense as a product of response to events/issues/policies. Maybe there is a simpler story, which is that a critical portion of America’s electorate just has real attachment to annihilating the sitting president’s party, and enough voters share this attachment that conventional approaches to politics offer no credible prospect of thwarting their influence. Calling this nemesis seems appropriate.

Looking back at three decades of national elections, it looks a lot like America’s electorate as a whole consists of three groups, of essentially fixed attitude. One group is absolutely committed partisan voters. Another group of voters has stable party preferences, but is immovably disinterested in midterm elections, except during an opposition presidency. A third group is supposedly in play, somehow, and won over by this or that party at different times for different reasons. Yet this group always seems dissatisfied with the sitting president, and votes to annihilate his party, no matter what.
	Of course that’s a simplification, like all political stories. There are exceptions. There is realignment, states shift red or blue. More complicated movement occurs within the larger pattern, and it certainly matters in the sense that everything which happens matters.
	But Nemesis is about a bigger picture which also matters, and is not really confronted. In the bigger picture, movement against sitting presidents’ parties looks like a force of staggering power. It’s a very commonplace view that “There will always be midterm headwinds,”2 yet the voting pattern of nemesis seems more like a tornado or hurricane. As with forces of nature, movement is not necessarily the same thing as analysis, responsiveness, purpose.
	If the story which follows has a theme or moral, it’s nearly the opposite. If nemesis exists, it’s a product of distrust and disinterest. Many people, even many voters, hold the whole political system in contempt—and they aren’t conveniently poised to make the constant exceptions looked for by most political comment.
	Donald Trump denounced Washington as a “swamp,” and despite himself being a fraud and grifter, proved extremely competitive against candidates with governing experience, both in partisan face-offs and intra-partisan primaries. Mainstream politicians and pundits have largely carried on interpreting electoral expressions of contempt as affirmative votes for something, and proof of a responsive functioning democracy, though some mild anxiety has crept in. Rep. Katie Porter observes that “Congress has an approval problem—regardless of which party is in power,”3 which may be like discovering some wet parts in the ocean. Joe Biden talks directly of a need to “prove democracy works.” 
	The concern of Biden and many others, to reassure voters actively looking for political actors who deserve their confidence, makes a very large assumption. A majority of voters seem perfectly confident that America’s political class is mostly or entirely full of shit. They also seem uninterested in testing that belief against new evidence.

Certainly exceptions are still possible. Many things are possible if lots of people simply adopt different views, all at once. I can’t predict the future, and it’s possible that a future election will confound expectations of a nemesis vote. 
	It’s more than possible that Nemesis will be rapidly obsolete, though in some sense it was obsolete before I began. Any truth in this story implies strongly that one kind of struggle was lost already, many years ago. I think it’s still worth attempting a better understanding of where we are and have been.
	Nemesis is offered as a very consciously humble attempt at this. While chosen partly as a sexy title, Nemesis is also an acknowledgment of fallibility. Astronomy’s nemesis hypothesis has defied searches for evidence and seems likely wrong.4
	I’m not a political scientist or data expert. My own nemesis proposal is very likely no more than partially valid, and speculation which follows it is mostly commentary on an already made-up story.
	I offer it, anyway, less from aspiration to present the right answer than to ask better questions. Despite my own pessimism, in fact, I don’t believe that Nemesis has to be a counsel of despair. I dare to hope that it may even suggest possibilities beyond familiar stories which seem, like it or no, at a dead end intellectually and politically.


Chapter 2

Turn time backward, just briefly. Rewind the history of America’s electoral politics to my childhood. Let the 1980s play out again, and politics looks significantly different from the decades since, even if recognizable continuity exists.
	Voters weren’t destroying the president’s party’s majority, because they didn’t provide one in the first place. America’s electorate sustained a decades-old Democratic-majority U.S. House, even while voting for Republican presidencies three times in a row, even in landslides. In 1988 voters elected a Republican president, Democratic House, and Democratic Senate.1
	A broader unity of purpose in governing, and some shared idea of reality, stands out compared with today. Tax-cutting Republican Reagan signed multiple income tax increases.2 A Democratic-controlled Senate granted hearings and a floor vote to Reagan’s alarming judicial nominee Robert Bork, then after voting down the nomination (with several Republicans joining them) simply confirmed a different Republican nominee from Reagan.3 Difficult as it may be to believe, now, America discussed politics without one-syllable team color codes, the now ubiquitous “red” and “blue,” up until the 21st century.4
	Obviously, much has changed. Much is said about polarization or civility or information silos. Relatively little is said about a major and very consistent change.

Overwhelming “wave elections” against the sitting president’s party have become routine over the past three decades. The national electorate voted to annihilate the sitting president’s party in 2018, 2014, 2010, 2006, and 1994. The 2021 elections in Virginia and New Jersey suggested, strongly, an electorate still inclined to annihilate the sitting president’s party. They also extended the evidence that elections for powerful state governments are more and more driven by such reflexive voting, rather than by anything local at all.
	Mainstream explanations for these recurring lunges—“swing” seems inadequate a word—against the president’s party have grown incoherent. What urgent issue or value still seems credible explanation for e.g. the 1994 or 2010 waves? A simpler explanation, that low presidential approval ratings draw voters’ wrath toward the president’s party, has the benefit of being intuitive and supported by facts over time. Yet by itself this explanation is so simple that it is nearly a tautology. With limited exceptions, America’s electorate keeps voting for presidents and their parties every four years, often voting for them again when presidents seek reelection, and voting in-between to annihilate the president’s party.
	Two major exceptions, around the turn of the century, are not only several cycles in the past but inadequate in detail to argue nemesis out of existence. 
	In 1998, America did not exactly vote to annihilate Democrat Bill Clinton’s party; Democrats enjoyed modest gains in that year’s congressional elections5, which is very naturally attributed to Clinton’s lofty job-approval rating at the time.6 Yet it would be at least as accurate to say that the electorate, as in 2014, firmly declined to reverse the annihilation which it had already dealt the sitting president’s party four years before. Even though every U.S. House seat was up for election, the opposition party’s congressional majorities were no more than trimmed. This faint departure from nemesis voting was, notably, all the mercy which the electorate would grant even to a president commanding around 60% approval.
	The 2002 midterms are also compatible with a nemesis electorate which will grant reprieve to parties, but only under extraordinary conditions which offer little practical relevance. George W. Bush’s Republican Party actually expanded upon congressional majorities in 2002, but this can be readily attributed to extreme circumstances which defy replication. For most people, “because 9/11” is likely adequate explanation. 
	In a slightly expanded review, the explanation might better be expressed as 9/10, in reference to the stratospheric approval ratings granted Bush by a historic “rally-round-the-flag” reaction in Autumn 2001.7 The long tail of that reaction, in turn, might be a product not only of shock and patriotic fervor, but of a political opposition effectively shutting down for a couple of years. I recall Democratic leaders and most of journalism essentially halting serious criticism or oversight; Garrison Keilor satirized the prevailing mood with songs like “We’re All Republicans Now.”8 Today popular memory envisions the period as one of rose-tinted unity. Either way, the 2002 midterms took place in the context of enormous majorities of both political elites and the rank and file electorate entrusting the sitting president with authority to lead. That seems unlikely to recur any time soon. By 2006 something like “normal politics” had resumed, and the result was a very normal vote to annihilate the president’s party.
	In combination, the 1998 and 2002 midterms seem like exceptions which prove the larger rule. Since my 1980s childhood—in which the American electorate never actually gave complete congressional majorities even to a much-favored president in the first place—the electorate has in every midterm election except one denied House or Senate majorities to a sitting president’s party. Mostly, a majority has voted to annihilate the sitting president’s party.

It seems reasonable to propose that obsession with the presidency drives much of American politics. This proposition seems to align with the larger patterns of our news coverage, and of our elections, including the reliable differences between presidential elections and all others. Modeling American politics without a recurring and very significant anti-president vote near the center of it indeed seems almost astonishing, though people certainly continue to do so.
	Early in 2019, one wit mocked the freshman House Democrats who were wary of opposing the Trump administration too aggressively. Many appeared convinced that what flipped their districts from red to blue was their own brilliant, bespoke campaigning. To their critic it seemed obvious that an anti-Trump wave had in fact swept them into office. I regret forgetting who made the observation, because it was insightful skepticism. It may not have gone far enough, however, if the apparent anti-Trump vote was no more than a very ordinary anti-president vote.
	Most people will agree that an anti-president vote recurs in America, but more than House freshmen struggle to confront its scale or indifference to other considerations. It’s easier to treat this as a minor, background condition. In sports, such conditions—like the temperature9, coin toss for first possession10 or being the home team11—are provably advantages or disadvantages. But they are small enough that it’s entirely credible to treat them as trivia and report that teams are masters of their own fate, “any given Sunday,” etc. It would be convenient if the same applied to politics, but it seems not to do so to a very practical extent.
	Converting the anti-president vote to an anti-unpopular-president vote has similar limitations. Suggesting that a president’s party faces midterm annihilation because the president’s approval rating is not high enough may be technically correct, but “high enough” is more like above Earth orbit than above-water. Only one time, since 1978, has a sitting president’s party won House and Senate majorities in a midterm.12 Even the sunny mood of the late 1990s wasn’t enough to convince voters to let a sitting president’s party exercise power on its own.
	All of this appears to constitute an important pattern. I think it would be ludicrous to assert that Clinton, Bush II, Obama, Trump and Biden have all been comparable, let alone interchangeable. Even minimizing the differences between them, it would still seem worth examining how the electorate repeatedly votes for presidents whose parties it then votes to annihilate. This doesn’t seem entirely rational, still less does it seem random. It does seem much more than a “headwind.” 
	Why and how nemesis storms brew up, again and again, seems to deserve a good explanation.


Chapter 3

Being the kind of person voters would like to have a beer with was serious political thought, not all that long ago. Punditry insisted that this was an important factor in explaining voters’ decision making.1 By 2009 the president of the United States even held a “beer summit,”2 which now seems impossible to explain without the importance assigned, for an extended period, to voters’ purported attachment to leaders they could imagine sitting down with for a beer. Political comment spent years raising the concept to the level of dogma, and its relatively recent disappearance seems strangely unremarked in comparison.
	Perhaps the rise and rise of Republicans who defy any notion of aw-shucks affability—Ted Cruz, Mitch McConnell, Donald Trump, etc., etc.—quietly embarrassed the theory out of circulation. Perhaps it went out of fashion, or lost ground to newer theories with more novelty, or simply expired of old age.
	What seems least likely is that voters genuinely used to want a leader they would like to have a beer with, then they stopped caring about that, and political punditry has been offering sound sober narratives the entire time.

Shifting explanations for voter attitudes are fairly easy to scorn, at this point. If a president with whom Joe Sixpack can imagine sharing beer has faded away, what has succeeded it isn’t much better.
	“Tea Partiers” were supposedly sincere advocates for limited government, so we heard for years. Pundits spent much of 2021 explaining in detail how Republicans’ new line of attack against “critical race theory” was a masterstroke, despite the fact that Republicans shout about much the same cultural bugaboos all the time, and it was an amazing coincidence that these became ineffective for four years until the first minor variation right after a Democratic president took office. The cumulative stories about the politics of “Obamacare” mock any pretense that voting responds consistently to policies.
	Any overall model based on policies, issues, news or events has long strained credibility, in fact, and up to a point mainstream commentary acknowledges this. While it never stops speculating about how these things influence voting, alternative stories do circulate. The soundest of these is that the president’s party is punished by voters unless the president has high enough approval ratings. Aside from the possibility that “high enough” is entirely impractical, though, identifying any significant, consistent influence on presidential approval is not going very well.
	Looking to personal style is a natural enough place to start. Voters don’t really have consistent ideas about policies3, e.g., and know little at all about most candidates4, but probably have some idea of what they think about the president as a person. What presidents can or should do about this appears to be another contradictory muddle, however.
	Stories about “the kind of person voters would like to have a beer with” have not aged well, nor has “a president who shares their faith.”5 Donald Trump flagrantly violated many conventional ideas about the kind of person voters like and trust as president, and got more votes in his 2020 reelection effort than in 2016—while in-between voters disapproved of him and voted to annihilate his party.
	More-conventional presidents have not fared a lot better. In one demonstration of mainstream commentary’s short-termism, by the middle of Joe Biden’s first year as president, pundits argued that Biden and Democrats could do better with the white working class vote because Obama had done so. The same Obama, however, also presided over electoral annihilation of his party including a net loss of 14 U.S. Senate seats.
	Pitches about how Biden has been too ambitious as president6, too focused on legislation instead of service agencies7, or just too boring8, etc., don’t seem more likely to endure than how dreams of a beer with the president buoyed support for teetotaller George W. Bush (until he somehow lost that support, oversaw votes to annihilate his party during his second term, and left office widely reviled).
	Studies of what voters say that they want mostly reveal, unsurprisingly, an incoherent jumble. Journalist David Leonhardt’s recent attempt to sift out some overall impression of swing voters is probably about as good as any: “They tend to be worried about crime and political correctness, however they define it. They have mixed feelings about immigration and abortion laws. They favor many progressive positions on economic policy. They are skeptical of experts. Most believe in God and in a strong America.”9
	That’s also a pretty fair description of Joe Biden, who did get the most votes of any presidential candidate in U.S. history, then within a year became the object of voters’ withering disapproval anyway.

An idea that bedrock conditions determine voting, and everything else is fanciful, is almost too simple to really flourish as a theory. It doesn’t offer much for a 24/7 news and comment industry. It does look credible enough at some level that it hangs around anyway. “It’s the economy, stupid” never goes too long without a revival. Defining “the economy,” however, and any consistent conditions for success, is still difficult. 
	Democrats’ 2021 national trifecta coincided with a banner year10 for labor and capital alike. The U.S. economy grew at the fastest pace since the late 1980s.11 Joe Biden recorded the fastest rate of job creation of any president—ever. Overall unemployment claims fell to a half-century low. Market returns were also positive, and the rich certainly had little to complain of.
	Supposedly, inflation spoiled the party, or gas prices, or COVID fatigue and a longing for “normalcy.” While many people are likely to retroactively blur all post-COVID inflation together, voter disapproval of Biden seemed to anticipate inflation rather than respond to it. During my lifetime, multiple other presidents have overseen higher inflation than that of 202112, and none (again, none ever) with equivalent job growth to set against it. Obama oversaw years of stable inflation, slow steady job growth, and remarkably dull normalcy13 compared with recent years. America still voted to annihilate his party. Even after a long slide for gas prices in 201414, voters punished Democrats and finished taking away the massive U.S. Senate majority with which Obama first arrived in office.
	For any analysts who confront all this, and many who don’t, the remaining options are often to gesture generally at feelings, or to make up something novel. CNN analyst Kirsten Powers, who writes with impressive candor and skepticism about her profession’s prevailing flights of fancy, says that “approval ratings are most closely tied to how people feel about their day-to-day lives.”15 Historic data don’t really support that belief.16 It may still feel true (even though it would either imply that voters felt very positive about their day-to-day lives following shocking terrorist attacks in 2001, or else confirm that the only genuine recent exception to nemesis voting was a complete anomaly). Regardless, it’s difficult to do a lot with. Voters being unhappy with the president if they are unhappy, or even less than delighted, with vaguely defined and entirely variable things is difficult to pursue. There isn’t much to test, prove, disprove, or act upon.
	After the 2021 elections, Helaine Olen proposed that a novel concept which she called “skimpflation”17 contributed to the results. I had my doubts, especially as skimpflation seems to be defined in such a way as might have been a condition equally present at any point in the past several decades. While the term has enjoyed a minor vogue, since, it seems likely to end up in the same discard bin as “a president voters would like to have a beer with,” and probably faster. 
	Nonetheless, making up stories about voters is in no sense inherently wrong. It’s essential for commenting about democratic politics, rather than definitive evidence of shallowness. Journalists and political analysts do make real and sincere attempts to find out what drives voter decisions. The less and less convincing results have something to do with gossipy shallowness, probably, but also have much to do with inherent problems in trying to measure public opinion.
	One major problem is that survey results, just like election results, produce lots of little data points and rely on creative choices to interpret them, as well as to choose questions in the first place.
	A second major problem with surveying voter opinion is that people lie, all the time.

People certainly lie. People lie a lot. It’s more diplomatic, as well as more precise in this context, to stress the difference between expressed preferences and revealed preferences.
	The difference between people’s words and their actions is familiar to everyone. Some times that difference does add up to dishonesty. One textbook example of expressed preferences versus revealed preferences measures alcohol consumption using both approaches. If you ask members of a community how much they drink, and compare the total with alcohol sales figures, the former can be notably smaller than the latter.18 In this context, it’s easy enough to say that the revealed preference of sales receipts is hard fact, and the expressed preference of survey responses is dishonesty. 
	In the context of public opinion, it’s more complicated to identify revealed preference, at all. Voting results are at least as subject to interpretation as survey results. But if responses to anonymous survey questions about an objective fact—one which people ought to know, from direct personal experience—can vary from objective fact, then ample reason exists to question opinion surveys as a meaningful tool to explain voting decisions.
	The results of people “voting with their feet” offer an imperfect but interesting comparison of expressed and revealed preferences regarding politics. Migration away from solidly Democratic states like New York and Illinois, to Republican states like Texas and Florida, is an objective fact. So is the fact that a meaningful number of these migrants reliably vote for Democrats, before they leave states with Democratic government for states with increasingly extreme Republican authorities, and they go right on voting for Democrats after moving.19 The resulting picture complicates any simple, singular explanations.
	It’s also evidence that searching beneath voting decisions for any rational response to verifiable conditions is a hazardous quest.

While acknowledging the limitations of asking people questions and measuring their responses—especially where politics is concerned—persuasive research show most people’s political opinions as not only uninformed but barely formed at all.20
	This doesn’t seem farfetched or controversial. America has had two major political parties for longer than living memory, and most people probably have awareness of them, along with some ideas about them even if those ideas are inaccurate. Lots of people probably also have awareness of and ideas about the president of the United States, a head of state and super-celebrity selected after quadrennial hoopla without any full comparison elsewhere in society.
	Beneath this, awareness falls off rapidly. A majority of people don’t even know the name of their representative in the U.S. House.21 Unsurprisingly, it’s an axiom in campaigning for office that name recognition is more important than anything, other than partisanship which is in a sense just a much more familiar name. My personal experience with many campaigns over the past several years supports this conclusion.
	Most people know very little about individual candidates for most offices. People know trivial amounts about policies or legislation, let alone the surrounding political activity, even at a national level. Very powerful state legislatures and elections for them function with only the faintest popular awareness of any kind.
	Most people including political leaders, journalists and political analysts agree with all of this, in theory. In practice, most of us are also fixated on trying to find or create exceptions, rather than on the pervasive and durable larger reality. Punditry seeks forever after the real issue, the fundamental truth of public opinion to explain the electoral rise and fall of governments. 
	Skeptics have raised compelling doubts about the very existence of a firm foundation beneath most people’s political opinions.

A common understanding of how politics works is that voters have some beliefs about how government should work, they identify candidates who share those beliefs, and then they vote for those candidates. Elected institutions like Congress and the presidency thus reflect the aggregated wishes and desires of the people. This is what political scientists Christopher Achen and Larry Bartels have called the “folk theory of democracy.”22
	The problem is that the folk theory is totally wrong. The vast majority of people don’t sort themselves into political groupings based on firmly held beliefs. Most people don’t have firmly held beliefs about political issues at all, and most people aren’t and don’t want to be deeply involved in politics. When people do express political opinions, they’re typically copying the beliefs of elites such as elected officials, rather than the other way around.1

	The above quote was published more than five years ago. Old habits and clichés still prevail. At this point, their defiance of skepticism owes less to effective rebuttal and more to the power of personal and institutional habit. 
	If it’s true that people are mostly both uninformed and lacking in firm political convictions, then a lot of the ways in which we conduct and comment on politics are probably inapplicable. But even for political elites who reach this conclusion, the incentives to carry on are ubiquitous and the alternatives are a mystery.


PART II
Chapter 4

Winston Churchill may be the patron saint of everyone who can see the gaping holes in political theory but shrugs and carries on, regardless. His famous remark that “democracy is the worst system of government, except for all the others tried”1 is a real quote, and in its deeply modest praise for democracy, is hard to dismiss.
	But if Churchill’s assessment avoided overoptimism, the decades since have revealed it as oversimplification. Democracy is not a neatly distinct status, which once achieved is forever, as with earning a degree or breaking a record. An age of backsliding, hybrid regimes and legitimacy in question from all sides has reduced (or elevated) meaningful, working democracy to something more complex, fragile and elusive.2
	In this light, a compelling case exists that the big problems of American politics—including nemesis, and futility, and fumbling for convincing narratives—are mostly symptoms of systemic democratic shortcomings.
	The case that America falls far short of a working democracy is familiar and damning. Regardless of whether or not voters have very meaningful opinions about most policies or candidates, in a working democracy, Republican presidential candidates would not have about a 50:50 shot at becoming the powerful head of state despite getting fewer votes than opponents time after time. If voters’ expressed policy preferences ever mean anything, it’s probably instances of stable supermajority support for policies like letting Medicare negotiate drug prices3; a working democracy would not result in governments consistently indifferent to this preference.
	I have no difficulty calling America considerably less than a working democracy, or believing that this is at least a critical component enabling more specific dysfunction. I’m familiar with ideas about what prevents America from constituting a working democracy, and with proposals for what to do about it. I suspect that at least some of these are not far wrong.
	I also think that most of them, at this point, look like dead ends of one kind or another.

Racism has poisoned America’s attempts at democracy from the start. Not coincidentally, antidemocratic rules like the Electoral College and outrageously unrepresentative Senate4 are taken for granted, without even the limited controversy which attends voter suppression or partisan gerrymandering. The harms from letting unlimited money saturate politics are probably even more extensive than popularly imagined.
	America’s information infrastructure is broken, as a category. Even factual mainstream journalism misleads so wildly, through emphasis and tone, as to persuade people e.g. that unemployment is rising when it’s historically low.5 Millions actively pay6 to maintain a rightwing media’s production of an ongoing, immersive framework of outright lies. Social media, foreign disinformation, poor civics education, the decline of local journalism and more all come in for shares of blame, with varying justification.
	In general all of these things defy repairing in the foreseeable future.
	The political system seems beyond the possibility of internal reform outpacing ongoing decay. Thinkpieces continue to circulate more because a paying audience exists than because they move legislation. Ideas for fixing education, or getting money out of politics, or regulating social media are all highly unlikely without a working political system. Voluntary reform in response to popular demand, or the common good, doesn’t look realistic. Recent years have demonstrated journalism’s ability to carry on with bad habits and customs no matter what.7 American business won’t even stop donating money to the most egregiously antidemocratic politicians.8 Decades of effort apparently drove racism outside mainstream standards of what’s appropriate, without greatly reducing the prevalence of racism.

None of these things would necessarily matter, terribly, beyond itself if not for the fact that less and less seems to matter to our political system at all. For anyone who cares about basically sound government or politics with some kind of point, the decline of scandals’ impact is both a form of dysfunction and another result of it.
	Voters, it’s worth acknowledging, aren’t especially great at enforcing ethics.9 Read into government ethics enforcement even briefly, as I have done, and you’ll find this very commonly acknowledged. This is a primary argument for creating institutions to apply expertise to the problem. America has many such institutions, but they seem to be struggling with the reality that much of their role is ultimately to advise voters—rather than substitute for them—and voters seem less and less responsive.
	The Trump presidency was nonstop scandal. Neither scandals of substance nor of manners seemed to matter, much.10 Nor did the relatively scandal-free standard of Barack Obama’s presidency, which provided his party with no shelter from recurring votes to annihilate it. Simply ignoring scandal seems an increasingly viable response for politicians, and it’s a surprise when anything else happens.
	If it may be reasonably argued that many scandals are indeed uproars about manners, and in some sense trivial, others are not. If working government matters at all, then abuse of power and corruption and sabotage certainly matter. They seem not to matter much to voters, however, in comparison with nemesis-driven wave elections.
	Even this might not still be a huge problem if both of America’s parties acted in some degree of sincere good faith, got swept into office, and bargained with the president for policy goals. It wouldn’t be any more rational, but we could reasonably ignore that as we did for years. That hasn’t really been the case for more than a decade, now. 
	Especially at a national level, a major political party has pursued sabotage to the exclusion of nearly anything else, both as a minority opposition and as a governing trifecta. Government shutdowns have become routine.11 It has been a decade since congressional Republicans began weaponizing the threat of default on America’s debt.12 Throughout the Obama presidency the party opposed everything, from deficit-reduction offers to healthcare reform patterned after Republican policies. By the Trump presidency, Republicans made no serious attempt at legislating13 even with congressional majorities. The sabotage has inarguably spilled into the real world of ordinary people, at this point, with agencies as basic as the postal service degraded or corrupted.14
	No effective response is evident. Institutions just go on pointing to bad government and reprehensible politicians and telling voters that it’s bad. It seems not to matter, not enough to continue pretending that voters will, ultimately, hold the line on behalf of sound governance.

To the extent that political dysfunction bothers the American right, which has mostly remained subject to electoral nemesis so far, Republicans seem to have stopped worrying about understanding it. As recently as the declining stages of George W. Bush’s presidency, Republicans still sought to explain voters’ turn against them. With effort I can recall the party’s attempts to disown Bush15 as “not a true conservative,” before Bush vanished and permitted Republicans to forget his whole presidency. Now, of course, Republicans simply respond to voters’ rejections in kind, routinely declaring defeats as fraud, needing no further explanation.
	The center and left of the political spectrum still agonize obsessively over election losses. Given the increasingly dire conditions for Democrats and democracy, the agonizing is understandable. Awareness of the dire conditions also requires some concept of what may yet be done about them.
	Most of the center-left holds onto running up the score as a solution, in one form or another. Build a super-coalition. Flood the system with so many supportive voters that blockages and leaks can’t stop them. Most of the ideas for how to do that also function as a morality play about the virtues of a particular faction’s or group’s existing agenda. Organizers preach the virtues of working harder, talking to more voters, registering more voters, etc. Advocates for socialism, centrism, and everything in between call for greater commitment to their own policy or message ideas, and insist that rivals impede coalition success. Everyone agrees that voters are fundamentally reasonable and fair and ready to reward Democrats, if only they would get it right.
	If the past few decades have not been very supportive of these theories, the years 2020-21 were particularly unkind.

The belief in simply pushing harder actually had spotty results in the 2018 election. The many positive results for Democrats still seemed enough to keep the faith, and answer calls for personal sacrifice of time, money, energy, even more generously. Of our political system’s many similarities with the frustration and waste of the First World War16, the most obvious is a faith that concentrating enough force on the problem will break through. The 2020 election, despite the pandemic, tested that faith possibly as well as it could be tested and certainly as well as it ought to be tested. Donations swamped ActBlue. Peer-to-peer contact programs smashed their goals for letters, text messages, even phone calls.18 If the result could be called a victory in the sense of gained ground (despite lost ground in the U.S. House and many state legislatures), it looks increasingly like one of the great battles of the trenches. The sacrifice moved lines, but the sacrifice’s enormity looks like a defeat when the overall strategic picture is unchanged.
	In some sense, of course, the goal of sacrificing to win elections is never supposed to be doing it all over again, forever. In a genuinely functioning democracy, winning elections might actually settle some controversies, at least for a time. American politics stopped doing this decades ago, though. By this point the only promise left besides doing it all over again, forever, is somehow enacting lasting policy change despite an unwilling opposition party, with the hope that once voters experience improved policies, they will reward the governing party responsible.
	This promise isn’t faring very well, either. 
	As a progressive policy advocate, I have spent years badgering politicians for more progressive policies. I cannot call the Biden government satisfactory, by any means, and any number of friends would grade it even more negatively. But the sleeping giant of voters waiting to reward progressive policy is more and more difficult to believe in.
	In 2018, Virginia’s new Democratic governor signed legislation expanding the popular, excellent Medicaid program.18 This was clear, meaningful progressive policy which Virginia Republicans had blocked for years, and mostly continued to oppose. In 2021 Virginia voters transferred state government back into Republican hands.19 In New Jersey, which held 2021’s other state elections, Democrats have gone even further on progressive policy, e.g. actually taxing the rich.20 Democrats clung to power in New Jersey, but the lunge away from the previous year’s landslide vote for Joe Biden was actually larger than in Virginia.21 
	The growing antipathy to Biden and his party over the course of 2021 also coincided with regular payments of Democrats’ child tax credit. The tax credit might almost be a model policy invented to illustrate second-guessing about how the Obama administration should have done things. For critics who have insisted that the right way is to make an immediate difference, keep it simple, and take credit, every box was checked as completely as seems possible. As quickly as even an optimist might hope for from Congress, Democrats enacted the child tax credit. They put money directly and repeatedly into voters’ pockets. They did so without a single Republican vote, and made constant attempts to remind people of this. The child tax credit proved a policy triumph—nearly cutting child poverty in half22—and a political flop. America’s electorate as a whole ended 2021 impatient to summon Republicans back into power.
	For most of the left, this is simply not enough. Because Biden broke various promises, and congressional conservatism blocked broader legislative reforms, electoral defeat for Democrats is still a morality play. While I’m grown skeptical of what seems like an inherently deranged morality play—voters frustrated that Democrats aren’t better therefore respond by allowing Republicans who are worse to retake power—I struggle to explain American politics without some measure of derangement, somewhere. The larger problem I see for the conviction that Democrats’ path to success runs to the left is that perhaps it hasn’t been “fully” tested, but it probably won’t ever be, either.
	 It now seems fair to propose that, on a national level, mainstream Democrats’ preferred incrementalism is of no real political value. It’s also fair to question whether or not dramatically more is practical, for a couple of reasons.
	Policy experts are at least beginning to consider a suspicion23, which I share, that America has spent enough time with such extreme inequality—and an economy so largely geared toward those conditions—that changing them even modestly produces significant disruptive feedback.24 I still believe that a scarcity economy in America is, in many important ways, a policy choice. I believe that supply chains etc. could adapt. But I question whether a massive enrichment of the working class in two years would be more likely to thwart nemesis, or reinforce it with disruptions like shortages and inflation. (The concentration of industry among owners who would strongly prefer that a redistributionist government is crippled, at midterms, is also a potential pitfall.) 
	Perhaps in theory a very clever progressive government, backed by and willing to make aggressive use of massive majorities, could within just two years mobilize the American economy sufficiently to survive midterms intact, and continue their program of reform. But no part of that scenario appears within the left’s reach, let alone its grasp.
	Progressive policies poll well, reliably.25 But the preference expressed to pollsters is not reliably matched by preferences revealed at the voting booth. Progressive Democrats lose plenty of races against Republicans who vehemently oppose any progressive policy. Progressive ballot measures can lose whether big (like Colorado’s single-payer healthcare initiative in 201626) or more modest (like Ohio’s prescription drug pricing initiative in 201727). Even when progressive ballot measures win, in the face of total Republican Party opposition, voters may simultaneously vote for Republicans.28 
	Faith in progressive policy’s popularity always has an excuse, but the excuses seem not so much wrong as irrelevant. National groups like Our Revolution and Working Families Party have spent years trying to organize a completely progressive Democratic Party into being. The party has moved a bit left, but not as a result of sweeping centrists out of party and government office. I can’t disprove the conviction that a top-down progressive Democratic Party, fully unified behind a proudly progressive presidential nominee, would deliver an electoral avalanche. I have considerable doubt that anyone will ever prove it or disprove it.
	Yet the same problem thwarts centrist Democrats’ own prescriptions. By most measures they have dominated the Democratic Party for generations, and have little to show for it. They may still believe that Americans really want thrifty, pro-business moderation that avoids appearing “woke,” and they may believe that Biden, Obama, both Clintons et al. all injured the party by straying too far from this. Or maybe they believe that a sitting president’s party can succeed under business as usual if it coincides with just-right, Goldilocks conditions of low unemployment, low inflation, bubbly markets, etc. Maybe they believe that good moderate presidential leadership could achieve that if not distracted by the party’s left, and that Democrats would win more if everyone associated with the party just stops all talk of socialism or defunding the police or Medicare for All or a Green New Deal or whatever. I don’t believe such a scenario would be an electoral hit, but I suppose that it could be. I’m certain that the theory isn’t about to be tested.
	Democrats are a large, unwieldy coalition, and any faction’s wish for the disappearance of all dissent from its own preferences is meaningless.

No one really seems to have a convincing way to win over voters and keep them won over. Message experts have something of the same problem as progressives; they are convinced that they have cracked the code for persuading voters, but they haven’t cracked the code for persuading political leaders to adopt their ideas, and there the belief dead-ends. Republicans can remain convinced that Americans are conservative and want true conservatism, whatever that is. But Americans aren’t voting that way in presidential elections, and while Republicans can capture the presidency anyway, voters then vote to annihilate their party.
	To varying degrees, Republicans, Democrats, and democracy all have a problem. Some kind of nemesis keeps voting governments into power and then voting to smash them. This is at least a nuisance for politicians and parties, as well as a growing obstacle to working government. Neither popular explanations nor solutions are faring very well.
	Attempting to muddle through has, on its side, one inarguable fact. Parties can and do get elected. Democrats can tell themselves that a majority voted for them, so it must be possible to get their votes again at the next election, somehow. Republicans can sort of tell themselves the same thing, for those who sort of still care. Both are, in some technical sense, right. Persuasion is possible. 
	It probably is not reliably practical.


Chapter 5

Voters are not impartial jurors. We know this and approach politics mostly as though the electorate is an impartial jury, anyway. The issue of gerrymandering demonstrates this awkward reality in ways too-little discussed.
	Gerrymandering is a large, fundamental flaw in representative democracy which has been evident almost as long as the United States has existed. Assigning people to groups for the purposes of electing representatives gives sinister power to those who do the assigning. Politicians figured this out in the 18th century. More than 200 years later the continued exploitation of this flaw, despite long-known corrective options, says various things about America’s political system. 
	Writing a constitution without any other modern republics to study amounted to a first-mover disadvantage, for one. The extensive tolerance of this flaw even through periods of constitutional reform may speak to the difficulty of reform, the venality of politicians, or the simple power of habit. It also, perhaps, exposes a reluctance to admit that democracy can be so deeply flawed.
	Rules can in practice stop exploitation of the flaw which is gerrymandering. They don’t take the flaw out of democracy. The sinister power is still there, each time voters are assigned to groups. My own attempts at drawing legislative districts1 in 2021 provided eye-opening new appreciation of this: there is no such thing as a neutral redistricting. There are competing goals which maps can prioritize or not in various ways. Good rules can effectively prevent the sacrifice of some goals, like competitiveness or racial equity, to others like partisan advantage.
	With weak rules or no rules, gerrymandering works incredibly well and yet it shouldn’t, if democratic politics works. 
	If elections are meaningfully about policies or résumés or facts, or even about skilled craft, it should be much more possible for candidates and parties to win on maps drawn to disfavor their party. Elections still occur in gerrymandered districts. People vote. The candidate who gets the most votes wins, and the districts for a given legislative chamber are nearly equal in population, as well. Compared with e.g. the outrageous disproportionality of the U.S. Senate, or the direct overturning of most-votes outcomes now routine in the Electoral College, the most aggressively gerrymandered U.S. House maps would appear models of fairness.
	We do and don’t reject that appearance, in a strange, conflicted quantum uncertainty.
	Americans have been curiously casual about gerrymandering, from politicians to voters to activists. Even great eras for democracy reform have involved very little restraint on redistricting; even states which have had ballot initiative rights for generations have in many cases let gerrymandering linger into the 21st century. The standard explanation for this emphasizes the role of computer technology, and new extremes of precise and effective gerrymandering demonstrated only in the past decade or so.
	The power of computer-enabled redistricting is genuinely disturbing, to which I can testify as both an amateur mapmaker and a resident of Ohio throughout a decade of tightly gerrymandered election results2. Yet even during a period when tolerance for gerrymandering seems at a historic low, attitudes are still mixed.
	A Democratic Congress made no interference with a new round of gerrymandering favoring Republicans, and Senate conservatism might be a sufficient explanation but I’m unconvinced that it is the full explanation. Despite a decade of experience with the conclusiveness of computerized gerrymandering, candidates have no difficulty attracting money and volunteers for no-hope challenges in wildly lopsided districts. Belief in the possibility of persuasion seems to persist, less because of evidence than because of the implications of disbelief. 
	Slowly but steadily, voters, most Democratic elites and even some Republican elites (in the few circumstances where gerrymandering is applied to them rather than by them) at least concede that gerrymandering exists and is unfair. Few people are satisfied with the rebuttal that “any candidate or party can win, they just have to persuade majorities to support them, the voters decide.” Yet in theory that rebuttal is entirely sound. The objections to gerrymandering are nearly all practical. Squiggly districts look suspicious, and they can have theoretical disadvantages3—but those are no worse than e.g. many state borders, and a lot of gerrymandering is possible even without squiggly lines4. Politicians engaged in gerrymandering still act in secretive ways, which makes people suspicious. But the main objection to gerrymandering is partisan proportionality. People don’t buy that a party gets more total votes for legislative candidates, but a minority of legislative seats, at least not if that becomes a recurring outcome.
	This practical unfairness of gerrymandering is significant and awkward. It’s almost entirely about partisan attitudes which aren’t supposed to be more important than common sense or values or reality. I have spent years immersed in redistricting advocacy, and no one explains gerrymandering as one party drawing the losers from its policies into as few districts as possible, and spreading out the winners from its policies. Democrats certainly maintain that most people are losing out from Republican policies, even in Republican districts. Republicans are shifting more and more toward openly gloating about hurting political rivals, but in gerrymandering they mostly just deny that it exists, or imply that winner-take-all democracy justifies it.
	The voters still decide, and if they decide that party is very important in their decisions, that’s in theory a decision which they could also reverse at any time; in a sense, gerrymandering has power only because and as long as voters choose that it does.
	The troublingly limited ability of persuasion to overcome decisions about party is simultaneously obvious and elided. Joe Biden’s presidency might stand as a monument to the enduring appeal of belief that “we’re all Americans,” that the democratic process exists to benefit everyone at once, etc. Biden also seems to know, on some level, that this is fantasy. His remarks while campaigning that Republicans aren’t going to wake up one day and say “Oh my god, I'm now a Democrat”5 are—at least if Biden is sincere in belief that he and his party will still benefit them—an admission that attitudes about party are a bias and a very firm bias.

The mainstream approaches to working around the gaping flaw of gerrymandering, and the hardened attitudes which enable it, are also instructive.
	Policy approaches to gerrymandering mostly amount to mandating proportionality, or mandating competitiveness, or some combination of the two. In mandating proportionality, a true 50:50 tossup state with 10 congressional districts should have five districts which favor Republicans, and five districts which favor Democrats. In mandating competitiveness, the same state should have 10 tossup districts. Given the geography of partisan sorting, the proportional approach is generally easier than competitiveness; it’s entirely possible to divide up concentrations of voters for one party or another and match them with opposing voters to create knife-edge competition, and perhaps it might encourage political compromise over time, but in the short term it demonstrates how all districting amounts to authorities engineering electorates rather than electorates engineering authority.
	Accepting as given that hardened partisan biases exist—which is a prerequisite for gerrymandering to be a problem in urgent need of solution in the first place—there’s really no conventional approach to districting which doesn’t concede these biases as incurable, at least in the near-term. Proportionality divides up power, based on the biases revealed through voting, like dividing quarreling roommates’ space with tape. Competitiveness divides up the quarreling parties and empowers the category of “other” voters to act as impartial jury or mediator.
	Looking to openminded, independent swing voters to decide between irreconcilable partisan attitudes is also one of the two narratives left, in the bigger picture, about how our electoral politics are still supposed to be functional exercises in decision-making. The other is simply voter turnout. Both narratives seem to be straying from descriptions of reality into stories of faith.

Hardened partisan attitudes can and for many people do seem like an academic concern. It’s a fair topic for high-minded forums or a slow news day. People active in politics, though, largely dismiss it with practical math. In lots of places, no party’s base of absolutely committed voters is an absolute majority. The rest of the electorate is perceived as a swing bloc of persuadable voters, able and willing to combine its votes with either party’s base for a majority. The result is not exactly an unbiased jury, but appears close enough for practical purposes. 
	That appearance is a misinterpretation. The revealed preferences of the electorate defy the idea of a meaningful bloc of openminded, independent swing voters. The voters who aren’t durably biased toward one party or another seem biased against both, with that contempt generally aimed at whichever party occupies the White House when an election takes place.
	This shouldn’t be a radical suggestion. Aside from the mounting evidence of a nemesis electorate, the determination to remain “neutral” in an era of very divergent parties suggests that this too is an attachment to identity rather than issues or policies. 
	Anecdotally, when I have heard spokespeople for independent voters6 speak about what they want, the main theme seemed to be recognition as genuinely independent and not closet Democrats or Republicans. Logically, at least in an era of sorted parties, if swing voters develop any priorities as more important than their self-image of independence, they will cease to swing. Those who haven’t done so are presumably as attached to voting their political identity as any partisan voter. If Republicans aren’t going to wake up one day and conclude that they are Democrats, why should swing voters be any more likely to do so?

It’s worth considering, briefly, why presidents get reelected, and why they get elected alongside majorities for their own party in the first place.
	In both cases, multiple factors are probably at work. Most of them, one way or another, probably reflect the reality that presidential elections are simply different. As unsatisfying as that may be, it isn’t incredibly far-fetched. In theory, direct (or even pseudo-direct) election of the head of state is a remarkable question to ask voters. In practice, society acts as though it agrees, with voters, media coverage, activism, donations, etc., all surging every four years.
	America doesn’t really have direct election of the head of state, of course. Most of the time since the early 1990s the Democratic candidate gets the most votes for president, but about half the time Republicans become president. Despite this, the party of every sitting president tends to get annihilated, and presidents are nonetheless heavy favorites for reelection always. Undoubtedly much of the reason is simply that different electorates are at work. The presidential-year electorate seems to lean Democratic, reliably enough even to submerge nemesis voting when a Democrat is president. In midterm electorates, anti-president nemesis may be a larger share with greater influence. The Obama presidency demonstrated this pattern to perfection, with votes for Obama and his party in 2008, and 2012 (when Democrats won more votes for the U.S. House7 even though gerrymandering won Republicans another majority) and votes to annihilate Obama’s party in 2010 and 2014.
	None of this is really novel analysis, and it might be just as important to ask why so many people ever vote at all. Here, the answer is probably that potential voters are subjected to prompting of wildly varying intensity. Judging by voter participation in odd-year elections8 with, e.g., only local city council and school board on the ballot, few people consider voting itself a firm commitment or duty. Many more people can be motivated to perform essentially the same actions at other times—but nothing less than extended, intense and convincing messages that much more is at stake seems effective.
	Starting more than a year ahead of presidential elections, America’s institutions bombard people with encouragement to pay attention and engage. Try though campaigns may, this is never equalled for midterm elections. A very unequal sense of possibility and peril also divides presidential elections and others. In any presidential election, many people see and feel more possibility than at other times. I recall clearly a highly engaged progressive Democrat, who had every reason to know better, still speculating in late 2016 that Trump might make single-payer healthcare into Republican policy. Three years later I had every intention of not getting caught up in Democrats’ presidential primary, but ended up as a super-volunteer in spite of myself. The unknown is an awesome quality, and combined with the office of head of state, many people will always feel interest which they just don’t at other times. (Others’ fear of the unknown may also curb voting against incumbent presidents, even when disliked.)
	Other elections don’t and perhaps can’t compete with this. This, again, is not a new or novel premise. Most people in politics profess to know that the president’s party is usually punished in midterms. Serious confrontation with the consistency and power of this phenomenon, and what it means, just seems much less prevalent.

If partisan bias is generally set, against one party, the other, or both, then seemingly “it’s all going to come down to turnout”8 as the revealingly popular cliché proposes. Voter turnout seems to promise answers. In Virginia in 2021, Republican Youngkin’s vote total was 85% of Trump’s 2020 Virginia total, while Democrat McAuliffe’s total was 66% of Biden’s.9 Virginia was and remains a blue state, one might conclude, and nemesis is just a turnout problem. Going further, even as political commentary reported an electorate turning against Biden and Democrats in 2021, a Washington Post poll found Democrats still leading Republicans by 15 percentage points among adults not registered to vote.10 It’s something of an article of faith among Democrats, in fact, that many red states like Texas as well as America as a whole are really blue, if only everyone votes, and Republicans’ endless voter suppression efforts11 suggest that they fear this is true as well.
	Perhaps it is fact that a rational political consensus exists among Americans, just not among voters, and that in theory the second part can change. But like the fact that either party can get a majority vote—and so, in theory, can retain that majority vote—this fact may also be irrelevant and for similar reason.
	Parties, campaigns and independent organizations have been working on voter turnout for a long time. Smart people, volunteer enthusiasm, and fortunes have attempted to boost voter registration and voter turnout. Generally it has accomplished little.12 
	The past few elections have demonstrated both the vast potential for voter participation which conventional efforts fail to achieve, while also raising questions about whether even unconventional tactical success offers any strategic value.
	There is no known promotion of voter participation as powerful as popular interest in an election. Voter turnout in the national dramas of presidential elections has long exceeded that in midterms where the head of state is not in doubt, which in turn exceed turnout in local elections, etc. Elections with Donald Trump on the national stage have loudly reinforced this conclusion, while challenging the expectation that turnout offers any way out of nemesis and futility.
	Whether or not Trump differed much in substance from the standard Republican politician, before or since his political ascent, people certainly believed Trump and his bellowing to be different. Elections with Trump in the White House revealed this belief as widespread, including among those eligible to vote, who voted in unusually large numbers. In Ohio, for example, Democrat Richard Cordray surpassed nearly every previous candidate for governor in the state’s history, and still lost to the 2018 Republican nominee who piled up even more votes13. It’s difficult to resist concluding that Trump—whether through specific plays for supporter turnout like the “caravan” fiction which news media obligingly amplified14, or through generally combining the platforms of celebrity and power with a desire to be the center of attention all the time—embarrassed traditional get-out-the-vote tactics.
	Yet if Trump’s approach can obviously be scaled up and can probably be replicated, it’s difficult to assert with certainty that it can deliver reliable advantage. Saying what standard presidents or candidates didn’t say, and loudly, grabbed the attention and votes of people unmoved by the standard messages. It also alarmed and motivated an opposing vote of similar size. 
	Maybe Trump won various states for Republicans, and consequences with which they can still count themselves satisfied. He also seemingly lost Republicans a U.S. House majority considered until 2018 to be unloseable on the district maps then in place, and possibly the party’s total bill for Trump’s personal recklessness is not yet known.
	Meanwhile, much-remarked political realignment seems not to have made much lasting difference, and while Republicans fared slightly worse in the 2020 election than 2016, it was in many ways a re-run despite record-setting voter turnout.

A thread of distrust weaves through voter participation, swing voters, and gerrymandering. In theory, these and most political challenges are entirely surmountable if one can get enough people to listen and believe.
	Swing voters can and do vote for either party, and in theory any candidate or party can retain that support. Another significant part of recurring nemesis is “just” the shadow cast by fluctuating voter intensity & turnout. But neither messages nor policies nor much else seem effective at keeping swing voters loyal, or keeping more partisan electors voting consistently. 
	In gerrymandered districts, even if partisan attitudes are hardened, there are usually enough potential voters friendly to either party to win an election15, if they can just be convinced that registering and voting in that election matters. As an election like 202016 proves, a large number of people who don’t routinely vote are still entirely capable of being registered, getting their hands on a ballot, and completing it for counting. Most of them are, almost certainly, exposed every year to some messages that there is an election and that it’s important that they vote. No matter how tuned-out the voter, at least one canvasser or phone call or postcard or advertisement or text message probably gets through to them.
	I conclude that they simply don’t believe the messages, and don’t trust the messenger, and that regardless of partisan attitude the great majority of America is of solidly similar views.


Chapter 6

Deep distrust is evident throughout American society. Trust in media is low1 compared with many developed countries. The popularity of conspiracy theories, rejection of vaccines2 or contact tracing programs3, the margin of error in recent cycles’ election forecasting4, all seem like evidence of distrustfulness and hostility toward cooperative projects. Despite all of which, political persuasion of Americans is still possible. But parties aren’t making lasting, net gains through persuasion. 
	Voters are relatively openminded about policies, and events, and persuasion is very possible within parties; ballot issues and primary elections, e.g., can still be the lively debates over ideas and records and a shared set of basic facts which are supposed to characterize democracy. But voters’ attitude toward parties looks less and less responsive to their thinking on anything else. 
	Voters can express consistent supermajority preferences for or opposition to various policies, and may even back that up with preferences revealed in initiatives or referenda. But this has negligible further impact. Initiatives and referenda are difficult and expensive, and are unavailable in about half of the 50 states as well as at a national level. Policy or the lack of policy is mostly determined by officeholders. Majority consensus on an issue doesn’t lead to voter consensus on candidates, even when parties are unified for or against.
	The events of 2020 featured a remarkable demonstration of persuasion’s potential and its limitations. Before House Democrats began their (first) Trump impeachment inquiry, Americans expressed opposition in survey responses. As leading Democrats advanced their argument for impeachment, those expressed preferences shifted in favor of impeachment5, whatever the reason was. Later the same year, the 2020 elections revealed more people voting for Trump than four years before, and transferred about a dozen House seats away from the Democrats who impeached Trump and to a Republican Party which adamantly opposed impeachment. Successful persuasion does occur; it doesn’t seem to matter a lot on Election Night.
	In terms of genuinely winning hearts and minds, both major parties have essentially been losing for some time6. Popular stories about how the explanation is personality, or values, or message, or strategy, are mostly failing the tests of credibility or relevance. There’s a simpler explanation, which is that most voters distrust any possibility that much real good exists in politics.

The dismal political failure of Democrats’ child tax credit in 2021 is tempting to see as a messaging or awareness problem. Public polling several months after Democrats implemented the policy, with zero Republican support, found fewer than half of respondents assigning the policy to Democrats and nearly one in five assigning it to the GOP.7 This of course is expressed opinion about one policy in response to a not entirely valid question—who enacted the child tax credit is a matter of fact not of opinion—and it’s always possible that e.g. some respondents know who was responsible but simply refuse to give credit to a party they hate.
	But there are lots and lots of signs that many voters refuse to give much credit to any party, period.
	The journalist David Roberts has documented a flat refusal to believe that Republicans stand for their own black-and-white formal policies—even policies voted and signed into real law by Republicans—that has been widespread among voters going back at least to the G.W. Bush administration. (Roberts’s eye-opening observations are incorporated as Appendix A.) Voters’ revealed preferences seem to reflect such disbelief, as do all sort of Republican efforts to avoid being seen enacting their own policies. From secrecy and lying, to the embrace of legislating from the judiciary, to the 2017 game of hot potato played over “Obamacare” repeal8, Republicans seem to believe that voters dislike Republican policies, and that they are and should be kept unconvinced that reports of those policies are accurate.
	Republican secretiveness notwithstanding, voters’ disbelief probably owes more to distrust than to ignorance. Information that one party wants to do something good and is implacably opposed by the other party conflicts with fundamental culture. An idea of paired, essentially interchangeable parties has been to America’s political culture what carbon atoms are to life, at least throughout my lifetime and probably much longer. Many who criticize false equivalency and “bothsides” reporting will, themselves, still boast of something or other being “bipartisan” without even thinking that promotion of bipartisanship as a value reinforces the idea of parties as paired halves of one whole. Reinforce an idea ubiquitously, for generations, and it probably shapes the beliefs of even those who distrust or disregard more transient arguments.
	Not that long ago I was nonplussed to encounter what might pass for the acme of defiant, implacable distrust of America’s parties, on page three of a regional Irish-American monthly of all places. The minor, random encounter stayed with me for a couple of reasons. 
	One, if its placement was a little odd, “politicians are trash” might nonetheless be as anodyne and noncontroversial an opinion about American politics as iIrish could ever publish. Two, though a dumbfounding screed with which I personally disagreed vehemently, “Depublican and Remocrats”9 was not written from exceptional or even average ignorance. The author spelled out very directly major differences between the two parties—including the fact that “Democrats seek to expand election access” and “Republicans seek to place limits on election access”—and did not give any impression of indifference to this as policy.
	His exhorted readers, nonetheless, to hold fast to universal distrust of parties, politicians, and politics. Without sharing those discouraging priorities, by any means, I would freely reassure him that they are far ahead of my own in popularity.

Americans have long been little-informed about politics and distrustful of politicians and parties, I’m sure. I think that distrust has grown worse. One can easily imagine trust declining alongside e.g. fragmented media, yawning economic inequality, the absence of any clear external foe, etc. Despite this, America had a democracy which—for all its failings—performed more credible policy and decision-making and less pointless nemesis.
	Without excusing those failings, how this system did work at all hasn’t been adequately appreciated or understood. Political scientists have deconstructed simplistic ideas that voters have goals, and rationally search for agents who offer persuasive responses to those goals, and vote for the agents who make the best cases for employment by voters. Fairly brief, direct experience of democracy at any level of government supports this skepticism, as does so much of what goes on in American politics now. Democracy isn’t all a product of random chance or magic. But it probably does rely on complex mechanisms still only loosely understood. A delicate, intricate web of trust seems critical to any large democracy, just as any social organizing requires trust of some kind.
	 A set of two, paired parties was assuredly a major structure in America’s web of political trust, once. The idea of this structure is still inescapable, even if it is now dysfunctional and loathed. How and when we became stuck with this—two permanent parties, parts of the political system rather than participants in it, and essentially “too big to fail”—I don’t attempt to guess. But I have spent much time thinking on bipartisanship and why this now-useless concept ever became so important.
	I believe that once, for a long period, valuing bipartisanship provided real value to society. If voters were no more informed than now, about policies or individual records, they did know about parties which have been national institutions since the 19th century. If voters didn’t necessarily brim with trust, attitudes weren’t as hardened among voters or among politicians, and cross-party agreements provided some believable reassurance to voters that any scheming was probably not extreme, at least. This benefitted voters by providing a simple seal of approval, it benefitted politicians by providing a measure of political cover for acting10, and benefitted policy advocates by permitting the settlement of an issue beyond the next change in power.
	In some sense, America didn’t even have changes in power for a time, at least as we mean the phrase today. The bipartisan political system had and depended on heterodox parties, with plentiful Democratic conservatives and even Republicans more liberal than some Democrats.11 At a national level, the possibility and utility of securing bipartisan support for any major initiative made it an inviolable custom, and elections did not really put parties entirely into or out of power. Votes for a “transfer of power” had a practical result something like cabinet reshuffles within a great coalition government, after which everyone carried on with the shared job of governing.
	If this picture of the past amounts to much the same thing as the “uniparty” jibe12 flung at American politics for a long time (if not as much recently), I think the hecklers were quite perceptive. What they missed was that America’s voters and institutions were entirely unprepared for actually getting their wish for more than “a dime’s worth of difference”13 between its two parties.

I’m more confident of when the era of bipartisanship politics began to unravel, starting a slow transformation over decades. My belief is that Republicans gradually turned away from compromise, as well as democratic governance, starting in the 1960s. Alternately I might concede that Lyndon Johnson turned away first, by championing voting and civil rights legislation which set off a long-term sorting of America’s parties by racial attitudes14; I would also argue that it was a necessary choice and the best thing which Johnson or the Democratic Party could claim to have ever done. But if either imagined the full consequences and expected to manage them safely, it hasn’t worked out that way.
	I don’t romanticize or long to restore that old system, and in any event I think the impracticality of restoring it is more important than its desirability. The era of functioning, national bipartisanship is over. It may be of even greater importance that the nonfunctioning idea still haunts American politics, everywhere. Journalism sees every political story from the perspective of two important and largely equivalent parties, whether or not it’s accurate or even relevant. Major advocacy institutions are welded, by both culture and formal rules, to a party-blindness which is absurd when parties are fully sorted for or against them.15 Politicians and certainly Democrats don’t help themselves, by constantly reinforcing the idea that “bipartisanship” is important to them.16 Whether or not most people know that members of Congress still play an annual baseball game17, they are unlikely to believe that the party caucuses aren’t figuratively just playing games for a single league, when so much language and custom creates the impression that they are.
	Most voters who don’t adamantly distrust one party just distrust and dislike both. A party in power is perpetually a target. Among the consequences, a recurring nemesis votes to annihilate the sitting president’s party in almost any circumstance, essentially encouraging dysfunction which confirms cynicism and distrust. With these attitudes widespread, productive engagement with politics is unlikely, either to reform an existing party or to launch a new one.
	Our era’s perverse incentives go further in fact, by actually rewarding sabotage, division and dishonesty. 

Despite distrust and division, there is very possibly a large portion of America which longs desperately to give its trust to some authority. Perhaps in some sense this is even a majority. The obvious obstacle is the lack of agreement about whom to trust. The more profound obstacle may be widely shared problems of how to determine trustworthiness. Most people, after all, seem to have relatively vague policy and issue positions. Even if partisan attitudes are hardened, and people are at the same time cynical about the viability of any alternate party, there is still some space for individuals to attain personal confidence.
	However much space that is, however, the means for attaining personal confidence much above the local level of politics pose serious problems. Spending quality time with people in-person doesn’t scale up, very practically. Delivering tangible results, fast, is hard in a complex dysfunctional environment. Reassuring suspicious people that they are seen, heard, and important seems effective; it also seems most easily accomplished by reassuring them that others aren’t.
	Thirty years ago, Bill Clinton created a legend from his “Sister Souljah moment”18 by attacking a Black woman rap artist, and perhaps reassuring culturally conservative voters that he wasn’t so bad. The much-reported and long-remembered episode may be dramatized. But the basic idea of gaining trust from some, through willingness to offend and hurt others, is entirely real and everywhere in contemporary politics.
	If any political sin is truly “both sides” in America, it may be what political scientists call negative partisanship.19 Complexity is everywhere, as is distrust, and all of us are dawn to “enemy of my enemy” logic at times. Amid hardened partisanship and distrust, it’s nearly the only thing left which makes much impact. Trump of course revels in the status he gains with followers by causing anguish and pain to others, and more and more Republicans want to imitate his example. On the political left, an avowed socialist whose policy preferences seem indistinguishable from those of myself, and typical progressive Democrats, told me almost word for word that the value of embracing the term “socialism” is that it proves trustworthiness, by filtering out those hesitant to brandish an off-putting label.
	Obviously, the tactical expedience of managing distrust by offending is a strategic disaster for trust and political organizing. The political “center” is as guilty as anyone else, for what that’s worth, and David Leonhardt and Ian Philbrick have written insightfully about how Democratic politicians facing Republican-leaning electorates actually have incentive to oppose popular policies, even when those policies are popular with Republican voters.20 Voters are less likely to understand and remember policy details than to remember someone angering other Democrats, especially the left.
	Even outright lying and being recognized as lying is alarmingly encouraged by this much distrust and rancor. Lying always has short-term value, as a means to manipulate people, and there’s little long-term downside when many people think all politicians are liars anyway. With people who have hardened attitudes for one party or other—now nearly everyone active in politics—lying even has an upside. There’s little to lose with members of the opposing party, and some at least of one’s own party will likely welcome the exposure of “blue lies”21 which seemed intended to stick it to the opposition.22
	It’s difficult to see a way out of this. If the right is committing itself entirely to negative partisanship and tyranny of the minority, center-left coalitions seem stuck in a catch-22. Campaigning for office with promises to be a unifier and deliver consensus may still be popular, on some level. The instincts of liberalism seem hesitant, at any rate, to commit to declaring the contemporary right beyond redemption. But once in office, promises to be a unifier and deliver consensus fail every time, more and more dismally. To the extent that much of anything still matters to voters, this can only intensify cynicism and distrust, in a vicious cycle.

Political elites who recognize something wrong, and worry about the need to communicate better and restore trust, are probably far more out of touch than they have any idea.
	Beyond the world of political insiders and obsessives, they lost much of the audience long ago. Complicating things more, even when politicians and other authorities could achieve more trust on some idea or policy, doing so depended heavily on a fragile partnership between parties which simply isn’t there any longer.
	The idea that at a national level, any party actually wins majority support and therefore has realistic opportunity to keep it at the subsequent election, is a bad misconception.
	It seems possible that the same may be true for dreams of rebuilding broad trust. Policies and messages and things like that aren’t really working, and building trust through offending is ultimately toxic. Beyond this, there is no real evidence that one or two parties can sustain a web of trust big enough for America, at all. 


Chapter 7

Movement continues inside the overall standoff of American politics, certainly. This state moves one way, that state moves the other. Counties which were solid something for decades are “flipped” by the other party. Inevitably some individual voters must be sticking to new allegiances, even if more voters are turning away from any.1
	This movement absolutely matters in the sense that everything matters. The details are also relevant to the issue of political power, as opposed to that of political consensus. Many observers can conclude that Republicans are winning, based on some measurements, even as other observers conclude from different measurements that America is steadily trending Democratic2, and both conclusions can be at least partly correct at the same time.
	Democrats have won more votes in elections for national office—the presidency—every time but one for 30 years, and the exception comes with multiple asterisks.3 Republicans are doing rather better at winning states and counties. It’s true that this is important, just as it’s true that the importance and the whole nature of these arbitrary internal divisions is ridiculous. Most state borders don’t remotely map to cultural or political divisions, and using them as cutoffs for counting votes is as absurd as any gerrymander ever drawn. Imagine basketball playoff seeding determined using points earned by outscoring opposing teams during arbitrary, uneven blocks of a team’s season, e.g. the first 44 minutes of play, next 18 minutes, next 211 minutes, etc. The function of states within elections for America’s national government does not make even that much sense, although it exists and has consequences.
	In the big picture which is this work’s foremost concern, though, no party is coming close to uniting a stable majority coalition. The Republican Party doesn’t really seem to be trying. The Democratic Party might claim to be closest, with its repeated actual majority votes. Voters still vote to annihilate Democrats in office if one of them is president, and despite record turnout in 2020 it looks like an anti-all-of-them nemesis is the real growing faction.

Plenty of people look at this situation and conclude that the solution is more outreach to where parties aren’t doing well. Democrats have made gains with this or that group, such as college-educated voters in cities. So the political analyst suggests that Democrats need to win back some voters where they have lost ground, such as rural counties. Go listen, go engage. This, again, is largely rejected as a solution to gerrymandering. Many Democratic candidates and campaigns have also tried it, anyway, with different policies, messages, and tactics without much overall success. If this is acknowledged at all, one defense of “go appeal to an additional group of voters” is that the effort just needs more support. Try harder, invest more, perhaps combined with complaint that rivals within the party are sending other competing messages.
	As a veteran of some political campaigns, I actually think that this is all reasonable tactical advice. Different groups want to hear different things, so of course you should target your appeals; there’s a lot of disinterest, so you have to make some choices and apply considerable effort to getting anything heard at all; there’s also a lot of distrust, so being defined by associations rather than by yourself is a real problem. I also see a big strategic concern, perhaps from my perspective as a graphic designer. While clients often request it, you cannot actually make every element of the design “pop.” It’s impossible to give everything emphasis, at once.
	For all the distrust that exists, I agree heartily that a lot of people want simply to feel seen, feel listened to. This is simple folksy wisdom, but I think it makes a very valid point. But I have real doubts that a stable majority out of 330 million people can all feel heard and seen by one party, at once.
	As long ago as the postmortems following the 2016 election, I began to see this dilemma. Lots of people made arguments that this group or that interest, often their own, got insufficient attention from the Clinton-led Democratic campaign. Many agreed that Democrats had good policies and perhaps even messages about the real, important issues, but got in their own way by spending too much time on side issues. I noticed before long that one group’s important, real issue was another group’s distracting side issue.4 
	People do want to feel heard, to feel represented, to feel like they matter. Many people want this more than they want promising policies or even material results. Most people have a limited and confused understanding of policy, after all. They hardly need to know consciously what pushes their buttons, however. It just does. I have been struck more than once at people’s desire, some times made nearly explicit, for having their particular grievance performed more than having it solved.
	But the stage is only so big, and the program can only feature so many names before none are genuinely featured. Above all, amid both disinterest in and distrust of politics, people and groups are less likely to feel that they actually matter to a politician or party without also being persuaded that they matter more than others.
	American democracy has many problems: problems of racism and misogyny, rules problems, a big-money problem, a reality problem. It may also just have a math problem.

Any number of variables complicate the possibility of an upper limit, to how many voters a president or party can reliably win over for any length of time. Events take unexpected turns. Each day is new. Perhaps some new personality or idea or technology could deliver persuasively on the promise of a president for all Americans.
	A look around the world at present still offers reasons to doubt that the upper limit is 50% or more. Not long ago a veteran Independent correspondent reported French President Emmanuel Macron “doubtless anxious but his electoral position is the strongest for a sitting president in 20 years,”5 even though his approval ratings were in the low 40s. The paper noted matter-of-factly that this is actually “high for a late term French president.” In the Guardian’s home country of Britain, the Conservative Party has dominated national politics in recent years, but one party’s national dominance has also given energy to separatist campaigns6, and this within a union a little more than one-fifth the population of the United States. In many parliamentary political systems, majority support for any one party is unimaginable. Even tranquil, orderly Canada has rarely united behind one majority party in recent years.7
	Plenty of countries also manage to function, without majority support for one party or leader, which could be an argument that America can do so as well. Ultimately I cannot really rule out the possibilities of lasting majority support for one American party, or of stable American government without it, because no close comparison really exists.
	Nothing else in the world is an enormous democracy that much like America. The only larger democracy, India, has one absolute ethnic majority8, as do a number of other large democracies. America is becoming minority-majority9, and furthermore many have observed that America only really attempted a genuine, inclusive-of-all multiethnic democracy within the past 60 years10, with results that have yet to look really stable. But beyond this, what comparable success story of any kind exists, or has ever existed? 
	Few of the world’s largest democracies approach the size of the United States.11 Basically no other large democracies attempt to operate as a two-party system.12 
	Our culture’s insularity is such that I’m not sure very many people, even those who detest everything about this system, will ever genuinely consider how outlandish it appears from a wider perspective. Not only does no one else really do this, it’s difficult to imagine why anyone would. With partisan elections and only two viable parties, political leaders essentially ask voters much the same question over and over again. The answers vary, but with a pattern which now seems better explained by the varying context and timing of the question, than by shifting priorities or new evidence or novel personalities. 
	If improvement upon nemesis and futility is possible, it will eventually have to involve changing this in some way. The voters have spoken relatively clearly and consistently over the course of decades. If America wants answers which are less dysfunctional, just asking for them won’t be enough. The questioners will need to change what’s asked, of who, or how.

In a sense, America’s outlandish political system did function for quite some time, of course. One can look back decades ago and see a functioning two-party political system here. The country’s total population was much less—the 1960 Census counted 179 million people. Multiple factors including a securely majority ethnicity and heterodox parties probably helped keep majority—if not necessarily any more diverse or inclusive—political consensus possible.
	Things have not worked that way for a long while now. Prevailing narratives haven’t caught up, but voters have simply voted to annihilate the president’s party for decades. Explanations based on policies, issues, news, events, message or personality strain credibility. Corresponding ideas of solutions aren’t working.
	Most of the voters which democracy relies upon to be an impartial jury seem immovably distrustful, of one party or the other, or of parties, politicians and politics entirely. To the extent that anything moves votes around in this environment, nothing seems more effective than negative motivations, against the sitting president’s party, or against factional rivals, or against ethnic and cultural others. A political system once dependent on two paired parties is now stuck within the system’s obsolete customs and ideas, despite deep distrust of those parties. What’s left is imagined to be organizing and consensus building, but looks ever more like mere reflexive movement.
	Any idea for making it all work out on this basis, anyway, seems less like optimism than reckless audacity. If like mythology’s nemesis America’s has a corresponding hubris, this may be it.


PART III
Chapter 8

So you have decided to throw caution to the wind and hitch together a vast populous sprawl as a single democracy. Naturally you would like some answers about how to make this work.
	Duty obliges me to warn, first of all, that I can’t recommend this project. I really can’t recommend trying it with the difficulty set high in so many areas. A modern constitution written with the benefit of some other, contemporary democracies’ experience might make this extreme challenge more practical. Genuine democratic election of the head of state might close a few trapdoors. Recognizing the function of parties, the massive flaw of gerrymandering, or the corrupting influence of money could be helpful. Officially recognizing that democratization is neither simple nor one-way would probably help too. It’s a wonder, and may explain much, that the state really just assumes that American democracy maintains itself.1
	I really, really wouldn’t recommend trying to make the world’s first very large multiethnic democracy a success with only two major parties. Binaries are seductive, whether accurate or not. Above all else, actual democracy really seems to need parties, and that being the case it certainly needs more than one party to respect democracy. Two amounts to zero margin for failure. There will probably always be a protest vote looking for someplace to go. If generations of people experience politics as a universe of two, paired parties, and one of those parties turns bad, that’s a severe risk which would be better avoided. 
	I recognize that it’s too late change the past, of course. I’m also skeptical of prospects for intentionally transforming America’s political system, certainly in significant positive ways, as long as distrust, nemesis and other factors poison debate and organization. Most solutions I may recommend are therefore going to be unlikely at best. With that acknowledged, I will consider some possibilities, if only to round out the examination of where we are, and what may really have gone wrong which popular explanations aren’t addressing.

One response to America’s political dysfunction actually looks very effective. I can’t personally recommend Republicans’ strategy, and it may or may not qualify as a solution. But its effectiveness is well worth considering first.
	Republicans are not doing better than anyone else at building a stable national majority of voters. Arguably they’re doing somewhat worse than Democrats.2 But Republicans are doing well at building stable or at least lasting authority, and power, which is undisturbed by fickle nemesis voting.
	The Republican Party has done well at drawing new maps to its advantage, for example gerrymandering so many legislative districts in 2011 that their U.S. House majority survived even when Democratic candidates got more votes the next year3, and even several years later states like Michigan “voted blue” by a good margin but still got stuck with Republican statehouse majorities.4 But Republicans are also doing well with old states. Republicans have carried nine states in every presidential election since 1972, while only the District of Columbia has consistently backed Democratic candidates that long. Democrats’ consistent figure since 2000 is 15, but Republicans’ is 20. With partisanship growing, meanwhile, a durable advantage among states is extremely valuable in a U.S. Senate where e.g. California’s 39 million people count for no more than Wyoming’s 580,000.
	Republicans have used their legislative advantages to secure voter-proof power in other areas, particularly America’s courts. In 2018, for example, Republicans actually expanded a narrow U.S. Senate majority during a “blue wave” national vote for Democrats. This provided the raw power5, two years later, to rush one more Trump appointee onto the Supreme Court even as America was already voting for a Democratic president who would nominate very different judges.6
	The GOP complements this states-and-courts technical approach with propaganda of staggering strength. Even with enabling mainstream media coverage, distrust, partisanship, and negative partisanship, it’s still remarkable how ready Republicans are to sacrifice nearly any value to the shared agenda for power. Republican legislators will change rules back and forth without any qualm.7 Republican voters express loathing for many Republican policies and personalities but vote for the party.8 Propagandists’ very effective reversal of shock and disgust9, after the Capitol putsch of January 6, 2021, may be the apogee of their achievement but it was not an extreme outlier.
	In combination, Republicans have been working steadily for many years to transfer power away from others in a lasting fashion. Elected national government is crippled by obstruction. Policymaking power shifts to unelected federal judges, and to state legislators protected from voters by gerrymandering. Economic power, and everything it can buy in a corrupted state, shifts to private fortunes. Etc.
	While I can’t approve of the strategy’s dishonesty and unfairness, setting aside such objections it’s a sound response to American politics. The design of our government rewards narrow majorities in many groups of voters, rather than majorities of the whole public (which seems reluctant to unite in support of any party or program anyway). In practical terms it seems to be working, and similar programs have a favorable record in other countries. The strategy involves volatility—a violent mob has invaded Republican elites’ place of work eager to cause injury, including to Republicans. But those same elites have also shaken it off almost without exception. This, perhaps more than anything, suggests that costs in volatility are not a critical flaw in Republican strategy. 
	The Republican Party has organized itself to overcome the problems of democracy—including apparent popular opposition to much of their policy agenda, as well as apparent nemesis opposition to any modified agenda they might adopt—by pursuing lasting minority rule rather than pursuing majority support. Probably this too has some eventual limitation. For now the party looks very capable of sustaining a large coalition for making America authoritarian.

I can’t condone anyone employing the Republican strategy for political power, because it’s unethical. I also don’t believe the Democratic Party could directly copy the strategy anyway. It’s incompatible with even a minimum commitment to liberal values. It’s also very late for another American party to pursue some of the strategic ground which Republicans have already secured.
	It seems very late for any nationwide comeback by Democrats, in fact, as well as for more broadly defined democrats who don’t really have any Plan B in America.
	In recent years I have regarded the massive majorities voted for the Democratic Party in 2006 and 2008 as a squandered, and perhaps a last genuinely good, opportunity to renew American democracy. I’m no longer so confident of this. It’s all too easy to imagine the same kind of catastrophic nemesis election in 201010 whatever the Democratic trifecta government did, as well as the explanations pundits would have invented. If the Obama administration had aggressively prosecuted wrongdoing by big finance, then neglecting practical bread-and-butter policies would have been the story of their defeat. If Democrats somehow checked every box, with prosecution and progressive economics and political reform, punditry would have reported voters simply overwhelmed by too much activity and demanding it slow down. It may well have been too late to avoid nemesis by 2009. Democratic leaders probably weren’t nearly ready for considerably bolder or more imaginative measures at that point anyway, and it’s probably too late now to regain the kind of majorities they had then.
	In fairness to the Obama-era Democrats, history has partly vindicated some of their most agonized-over choices. For all its failings, the Affordable Care Act no longer looks like a political blunder. I suspect that voters were going to vote for Democrats’ annihilation in 2010 no matter what. Using power while they had it, to enact better policies (for which voters mostly expressed support, in detail11) was and is what a party in control of America’s government ought to do. The real blunders were mostly the misguided worrying. In hindsight, it was foolish to worry about finding bipartisan cover, or mollifying the healthcare industry enough to avoid a big negative ad campaign. It was foolish to worry about preserving traditions of Senate obstruction. It was very foolish to conclude, from a couple of favorable elections, that the political system was actually in good health.

It isn’t difficult to armchair-quarterback what a pro-democracy party ought to attempt with national government, amid America’s toxic politics. It might not do much good, admittedly. Republicans are nearing or at the point of organic, mass opting-out of any systems which don’t declare their party in control of national government.12 A late-2021 report on democracy’s peril declared that “The nature of the threat has metastasized beyond proposing or passing bills.”13 That assessment might apply equally to the authoritarian movement’s own activities, and to hopes of containing it with rules.
	But if Democrats wanted things to try, anyway, it is not hard to start a list. Some are obvious, like eliminating the Electoral College, and a “death penalty” approach to redistricting like Michigan’s, which fired politicians from the process entirely.14 An equally tough approach to money’s corrupting influence on politics would at this point require a revolution in the federal judiciary, which is also appropriate as an alternative to letting broad-daylight hijacking succeed unchecked.
	Other relevant reforms may not be as obvious. Democrats ought to make every effort to revitalize unions, as much for the underappreciated contribution they seem to make to democracy15, as for progressive economics. Money should be drained out of politics as noted, not only because of corruption but because the size and wealth of America makes bad, even outright stupid ideas into viable small industries in a money-soaked politics, and supports entire attached careers.
	The whole concept of voting rights might be better reimagined as democratic duties. Democracy does need people to vote, but this argument alone is not compelling for many. The state doesn’t rely on self-response for the Census, and similar recognition of the need for some active outreach for voting is probably long overdue. Universal postal voting would, among other positives for democracy and Democrats, neutralize many traditional voter suppression techniques, and cut down at least a little on voter turnout’s role in nemesis and futility.
	If national policymaking remains a two-year window, reformers need to find a way to legislate much more efficiently. Whether through something like the right’s American Legislative Exchange Council, or a public body, parties should prepare and secure commitments to legislation ahead of time, and move quickly when and if voters provide a mandate.
	The United States Senate should ideally be abolished, though the Constitution double-padlocks not only its existence, but its equal representation of boxes on a map regardless of how many people live in them.16 Faced with the partisan conditions which have made constitutional reform impossible for decades17, the obvious workaround is admitting new states.18 There’s nothing wrong with this. The precedent is well-established, and any new Senate map Democrats might draw could hardly be less fair than the current outrage to democracy. But a real effort to democratize America could go further.
	The immense power granted to state governments under the Constitution doesn’t really serve modern society. States aren’t coherent political units, and arbitrary lines determine whether cities are miserable hostages to rural voters or vice versa. To the extent possible under the Constitution, a party looking to revive democracy ought to deprecate state governments, and devolve much of their power to local governments.
	In theory, a truly radical democratic reform effort could modernize the Constitution also, despite the high threshold for amendment. Article V’s requirement of support from three-fourths of states overlooks the gaping loophole that a willing Congress and president can draw their own states without any limitation. 
	America needs to do something genuinely different. Asking the same electorate the same questions in the same ways is dysfunctional. Serious efforts might embrace democracy, or turn away from it, but preserving the status-quo doesn’t even seem to be viable as a possibility. For a party truly committed to sustaining democracy, it doesn’t seem like the Constitution’s antidemocratic provisions must be accepted but its own laughable loopholes rejected.

Of course I don’t expect most of this to happen. I certainly don’t expect Democrats to enact a new Constitution via dozens of new states, even if it would seem deserved comeuppance for not only Republicans but the pundits who sanction every GOP abuse of the rules as just “playing hardball.” Any such scheme would likely lead to disorderly breakup, unless the scheme itself essentially provided for orderly partition. Given the state of political division in America, that doesn’t seem unspeakable. People object that Americans aren’t really that divided, but they believe they are and seem firm in that belief. A much looser union which granted Republican aspirations to live under guaranteed Republican government would have countless problems, but the existing America seems much the same.
	We are probably stuck in the existing America anyway, for now. If advocates for democracy want to carry on a fight within this, they ought at least to retool for the real challenge. 


Chapter 9

If there’s even one important message in Nemesis, it’s that the same approaches won’t lead to lasting better results. The American right seems to understand this. The unwieldy liberal coalition seems to lack a real idea of what democracy problem it’s trying to solve, let alone how or why.
	Most attention and energy still focuses on policy ideas, which are largely fantasies amid persistent dysfunction; or on pointing to opponents’ misconduct and yelling shame, which doesn’t seem to move voters much; or on trying hard with old methods to shore up old systems. One myopic example of the last category is panic about schemes to “overturn a presidential election,”1 as though the entirely normalized and unquestioned Electoral College doesn’t routinely overturn voters’ decisions. Similar myopic status quo bias is basically endemic. 
	Enthusiasm for campaigning to score wins in a deteriorating system surpasses enthusiasm for repairing the system, which in turn far surpasses interest in substantially new or different approaches of any kind.
	A real concept of what to do about a large anti-democracy party is completely missing. Even experts carry on writing about “after democracy is out of danger”2 without specifying what would achieve that condition, beyond things which have already happened without achieving it. Republican antipathy to inclusive, multiethnic liberal democracy is not a brief phase.3 There’s no visible prospect of a political system in which Republicans never take control again. I doubt that any legislation can “handcuff” so many people into sustaining an idea of fair democracy which they reject absolutely. Eventually, personnel is policy (as e.g. the fiasco of redistricting reform in Ohio4 has demonstrated conclusively).
	The absence of a meaningful vision, beyond serial emergency mobilizations to prolong ineffective political forms, is made worse by the absence of really different ideas for how to achieve even that much. The short-term approach of liberalism’s defenders is not even old wine in a new bottle, so much as old wine in an old bottle, swirled around a time or two. This seems to be the case around the democratic coalition.5
	Democrats have tried a just-push-harder emergency response to acute political crisis, and found the results very short of adequate even when nemesis was not turned against them. That ought to have shaken up more people and institutions, but it has not. Having observed the shrugging and carrying on continue6 this far, I can’t deny what I see. 
	There are also risks as well as obstacles to any really-different approach. Neither people nor institutions are generally very predisposed to do things really different, or terribly good at it.7 Risks—of screwing up, of backlash, and of bearing responsibility for any failure scenario—don’t make really-different any more appealing. Sticking to the familiar feels much less risky for participants within a system, even if ample evidence and explicit advice all warn that the system is crumpling under assault, and that the risks of inertia should be much more concerning than the risks of really-different.
	As throughout the third part of Nemesis, I recognize that recommendations for confronting this, and for bolder attempts to break out of it, seem likely to remain hypothetical. 

I can at least note that I’m not entirely alone in calling for liberalism to act as well as speak like conditions are dire. Activist David Hogg offered a plainspoken warning late in 2021: “Either liberals get way better organized and comfortable with authority and leadership or we have a good chance of losing the republic.”8 Organizing is at least as difficult as any other major change. But, for what it’s worth, it’s entirely possible to imagine a more serious defense of liberal democracy than exists.
	Democracy advocates could make much more effort at achieving some kind of unified order, to begin with. Elites love the idea of a coalition of parties9, ignoring the fact that America has just two viable, formal parties, and one is quite united against democracy. One might look first for genuine coordinated effort by pro-democracy groups. The galaxy of different liberal-adjacent groups probably has some relevance to a distrustful society, and campaign finance laws constrain coordination between some.10 But neither of these issues actually requires anything like the duplication and dissipation which exists. At the very least, the coalition of the Democratic Party itself could set an example.
	A minor rising star among Ohio Democrats actually suggested the opposite not that long ago, musing on individual Democratic parties with their own leadership and treasury in every precinct. This idea presumably struck everyone who heard it as too absurd for further discussion—yet it’s worth considering whether current practice is much less absurd.
	As an organization, “the Democratic Party” doesn’t really exist. Hundreds if not thousands of political action committees function largely independent of one another. Neither the National Committee11 nor state parties control any of the others, let alone have a means to require anything of the politicians elected on the Democratic ticket. Practically every political candidate acts as an independent campaign put together from the ground-up, in fact. That part might sound admirable in a folksy way. But aside from the laughable duplication of remastering even the simplest campaign processes again and again, it doesn’t seem to matter that much to voters. Researchers have proposed that campaigning at this level is very low-return12, at best, and my own practical experience doesn’t scandalize me at the idea. If it’s still good enough for ordinary circumstances, that excuse is wearing out.
	The odds aren’t great for a sweeping voluntary reorganization by Democrats, who still choose presidential nominees in an absurd process. But even a partially better coordinated effort could concentrate enormous resources on shared problems. Campaigns dump vast resources into short-term outreach like mail, and signs, and peer-to-peer contacts which don’t seem to make nearly the impact of sustained media narratives. Much of this is spent campaigning against other Democrats in primaries, often for the very safest seats.
	Ultimately, Democrats probably need to give more attention to the problems of distrust and negative partisanship, to make any lasting progress. Whether or not it’s practical to really break through to a disinterested, distrustful electorate, though, the resources exist to try something genuinely different. Instead of launching countless campaigns in the fall (after launching even more, earlier in the year for primaries), a grown-up Democratic Party might pool a lot of that money for sustained efforts to move the needle. It makes little sense for most individual candidates to invest in slow and costly voter registration campaigns, for example, but the overall composition and attitude of the electorate is still immensely important. Candidates, after all, can outspend opponents heavily to no effect if the public mood is against them. Democrats could, if they really wanted to, at least attempt much more sustained effort to shift attitudes about the party, and back the attempt with more money than is behind every abhorred foreign disinformation campaign. 

It would help to have some additional organized force for a just society, of course, besides Democrats and traditional policy advocacy organizations. Mainstream journalism could in theory recognize that neutrality in the face of authoritarianism jeopardizes the existence of a free press. The American state might in theory do more to defend its form of government against organized assault, although absent other participants in electoral politics, this mostly depends on Democrats performing better, first. Democracy advocates who won’t fully back the Democratic Party would be welcome to show up, and demonstrate how else they will make a real difference instead.
	I’m not hopeful about any of these prospects, but they’re worth mentioning. Greater urgency and innovation on democracy’s behalf would be nice from the Democratic Party, but society as a whole ought to develop some other possibilities in the same cause, besides just Democratic candidates and campaigns pushing within decaying political processes.
	Organized labor may come close to an existing institution with real promise, in this regard. I have spent much time inside the Democratic Party and traditional political processes, and essentially no time inside organized labor, but I can see the modest resurgence for labor organizing. While recent union gains have the assistance of a tight labor market, public policy is at the same time about as labor-unfriendly as in generations. Revived interest in and support for unions seems like part of the explanation, for overcoming hostile policy, and for what it’s worth organized labor has been scraping a public favorability rating about as high as any in generations.13 This is impressive compared with the disdain for America’s major parties, and even more impressive at a time of low patience with disruption of the consumer experience.
	Unions don’t map precisely into traditional political alignments, but it isn’t entirely coincidence that they have ended up reduced to Democrats as the only party open to their agenda most of the time. (No lobby wants to lose either party, after all, even if that has befallen more and more of them.) Organized labor seems to contribute to healthy democracy. It certainly has an interest in healthy democracy, in theory and in practice. Organized labor as a category exists to build trust among workers, and act collectively to secure fairer, and relatively sustainable long-term sharing of prosperity. Leftwing authoritarianism probably places that at some risk, while rightwing authoritarianism (which is the peril in America) is directly opposed to it. In practice, organized labor has been important in multiple efforts to democratize societies, the Solidarity campaign of Polish trade unions offering a celebrated example.14
	Unions concerning themselves with issues beyond the workplace is not a new idea in this country, either, and I don’t know how much more they can or are likely to do in that regard. But the traditional approach, of working through electoral politics and traditional lobbying, looks about as unsatisfactory for them as for any institution interested in government for the people. Unlike a lot of those institutions, organized labor currently has strong public approval, and possesses tools (economic pressure) for change besides electoral politics and lobbying. Someone needs to do something differently.

No individual, group, or coalition can control everything. Of what might be controlled, in theory, the theme of current shortcomings is mostly a failure to practice the kind of change they want for broader society.
	For the Democratic Party, failure to put its own house in more order is glaring. Democrats can’t, e.g., easily make the Electoral College go away all on their own. But the Democratic Party could reform its own ridiculous, undemocratic processes for choosing someone for president15, processes which just like the Electoral College have no good reasons to remain in use. Democrats could, as mentioned, shift money from individual campaigns to coordinated, sustained projects to move the electorate.16 Alongside this, the Democratic Party might, conceivably, transform politics internally. The best argument that can be made for Democrats spending enormous resources campaigning against one another is that it’s essential “warming up” for general elections, but the results don’t seem to justify anything like present practice. Democrats might attempt democratic internal decision-making without unlimited money. The party might find more productive uses for some of those resources. It also just might demonstrate the kind of cleaned-up democracy in which it purports to believe. Making a real impression on distrustful voters is a big if, but actually expelling big money from even a large fraction of Democrats’ internal workings seems worth trying.
	Of course lots of obstacles impede possibilities like this. Distrust is a big one. Any additional truce or cease-fire agreements among Democrats would depend heavily on trust, whatever their structure. As someone who has given much time and energy to fighting rival factions within the party, I’m in no position to wave away suspicions of betrayal as groundless.
	Rebuilt trust somewhere seems necessary simply from a practical standpoint, as Hogg proposed. I think I would rather attempt closer alliance with other Democrats, some inevitably shabby, if the alternative is e.g. neoconservatives who criticize Trump and his Big Lie, but support all the same antidemocratic policies.17
	In a deeper sense, all American democracy advocates face a challenge to better demonstrate their case that democracy is effective. As a progressive democratic party, however faintly, Democrats (and in different ways, labor) face a challenge to demonstrate more effective solidarity, organizing and collective action. I’m as realistic as anyone about the practical challenges of a much more united center-left coalition, but either its members are up to that challenge, or they can’t even credibly claim to offer stable governance for all of America.18 Sincere advocates for democracy who can’t abide the Democratic Party need to demonstrate a more convincing alternative—and one political party really shouldn’t be a whole society’s only major agency to provide for democratic governance—or else get over that distaste.
	Probably, all of these groups need to support one another in the greater challenge.

For all that I find the Republican Party entirely repellant at this point, I too sort of wish it could be possible to work together with Republicans against a common foe, except I would identify nemesis as the common foe. In all fairness I believe at least some of what I call nemesis is equally a thorn in both parties’ sides. For all that I regard the Trump government as abhorrent, and rationally deserving of electoral annihilation, I suspect that a good deal of voting against it was just reflexive voting against whatever party is in the White House. It’s possible to imagine some might-have-been in which two parties recognized a shared nuisance, and worked together to make American democracy more thoughtful.
	As it stands, the Republican Party is now satisfied with a unilateral, non-democratic response to this problem. The problem of an anti-president nemesis now exists alongside the problem of a large, antidemocratic enclave in America. Solving the pair is hard to imagine. A corrupt Republican Party will oppose a more thoughtful democracy. Swing voters who don’t actually want America lost to authoritarianism are unlikely to believe warnings that their customary voting habits risk exactly that.
	Actually fixing American democracy in any lasting way would require solving both problems. If nemesis can be forestalled once or twice, without solving it for good, the result will still be an authoritarian party in full control of national government sooner or later. If a democratic coalition can somehow achieve lasting electoral success, the problem of a large intolerant minority won’t vanish. Republicans have just about given up on democratic politics because it doesn’t guarantee them sovereignty at all times, and seem likely to abandon all politics in favor of more forceful approaches if corrupting politics from within looks hopeless.
	Any possibility of moving America past these problems will require more than just hope, muddling, or even winning.
	I don’t know if anything can actually win the Republican Party over to good-faith participation in an inclusive democratic political system, at this point. I do suspect that if America’s national politics are to become anything besides a futile, unstable see-saw, it will have to approach elections as something other than a binary partisan faceoff. I don’t know if a culture so deeply entrenched in that concept of politics can get out. I’m certain that policies exist which might support an attempt.
	Democratic elections take many forms. Selecting the head of state with a popular vote, or not, is a choice. Bicameral legislatures are a choice. Staggered terms of office and midterm elections, and in a sense the very possibility of nemesis, are choices. Elections as runoffs between pairs of candidates selected by entirely distinct groups of primary voters—with power awarded to whichever party wins the most narrow majorities or even pluralities, i.e. what the British call “first-past-the-post”19—seems like a disastrously bad approach to a vast multiethnic empire. 
	If policy alone can’t summon additional viable parties into being, policies could at least be supportive instead of a deterrent. Different structures for elections and representation20, and different campaign financing systems, could do that much. Evaluating and recommending specifics is really a whole other subject, and it may not be possible to know with certainty which would be the best fit for America. The most important choice, I think, is whether or not anyone even wants to try, particularly our remaining democratic leadership.
	Most Democratic Party elites have many incentives to favor a political system where power goes to candidates chosen by their own voting base, or else to a single rival party which is the boogeyman. This system seems not only toxic and unstable, but likely to collapse in a way unfavorable to Democrats, or to democracy. Whether partisan or otherwise, few democracy advocates confront this right now. I believe that genuine leadership on democracy’s behalf would do so. 
	Democracy is not guaranteed. Liberalization is not always one way. Eventually, American democracy becomes better and fairer—with support from some whose power or agenda is more secure under the status quo so long as it lasts—or else American democracy loses too many people to division, distrust and disinterest to sustain its own existence. 


Chapter 10

For years I imagined beginning a political book with the question “why don’t we just explain the situation to people,” because it seems to summarize so much of democratic politics. Starting from that question, I eventually concluded, leads toward many realizations and all are discouraging to a greater or lesser degree. I still think that this is generally the situation. I’m not sure that the situation always is or needs to be entirely as discouraging as American politics right now.
	If nemesis, distrust and futility have permeated out political system, it is not because nothing else is possible. Nor is this an inevitable outcome for any form of democracy. However limited it may be, this should offer some measure of comfort rather than despair. French democracy looked repeatedly unstable across the history of four republics, e.g., especially the fourth1, but the fifth has at least proved less unstable; the problem now seems to have been poor rules rather than France or democracy. I’m not very confident of how practical it is to change our own approaches in any major way, but they are our approaches and not laws of physics. Fighting and refighting the same battles for no lasting progress may be our lot, under existing systems, but it need not be the lot of any democracy anywhere forever.
	Despair is not the point of Nemesis, but it might be mistaken for the implication. For ordinary individuals in particular, who have negligible influence on great affairs, it’s a natural response to wonder if there are any alternatives but to keep on muddling, or to give up and let injustice win. If any meaningful part of the preceding work approaches truth, that question is natural but also misguided.
	Trust is certainly crucial for a functioning democratic society. But trust is also, up to a point, probably crucial for subverting democracy, fairness, and justice from within. Most modern autocrats preserve the forms of democratic elections, and if they have various reasons one of these is a valid concern that unfairness is safer when draped, however thinly.
	One more time, gerrymandering is an instructive example. Americans have been relatively unbothered about this deep flaw in democracy, but if that has lately changed in a limited way, this change is very plausibly the result of gerrymandering succeeding too well. The previous decade’s gerrymandering has exceeded more people’s capacity to believe that the system is still fundamentally fair. That seems important to appreciate. 
	It’s an old cliché that the first step toward solutions is always admitting that there is a problem. It might be more accurate to say that the first step toward solutions, at least for very difficult problems, is admitting how bad the problem really is. That can be a very hard step. In one way or another, so much of this country is now “captured by the bamboozle”2 because it is too painful to admit how badly toxic so many things have been for some time. Too painful to admit it, better to ignore it, tell a lie, deny, think about something else, believe anything else.
	If a large democracy relies on a complex web of trust, restoring one when it’s imperiled probably also requires fine balance. People need to believe that there’s a problem. People also need to believe that engagement—in trying something different, in some way—can still be effective. It’s natural to worry that presenting dire problems too candidly will jeopardize belief in the possibility of solving them. But at some point the opposing risk is just as worrying.
	Concern that more people will lose confidence in a democratic political system may overestimate how much confidence still exists to preserve. Voting doesn’t necessarily prove confidence in a democratic political system, any more than elections prove the existence of one. Winning occasionally doesn’t necessarily prove that a majority is still trustful. 
	People who don’t believe that better is possible, for the existing political system, aren’t going to be won back by a taboo on acknowledging what they already believe.

I’m not an optimist, and yet I can recognize rationally that overcoming very hard problems usually involves optimism. That optimism itself may even look unrealistic, at least beforehand. This will probably be true of any real betterment of American politics.
	One complication is that lots of people are always promoting unrealistic solutions all the time, and most of these won’t work out; it’s good and bad that many of these are also just silly, senseless, or even fraud.
	It is absolutely bad that nonsense and fraud are plentiful. But, that being the reality we face, we can at least devote our resources to things unlikely to work, if we empower ourselves to abandon things which definitely don’t work. This is one reason why, even facing bleak amounts of distrust and dishonesty and dysfunction, I hold to honesty as worthwhile. 
	We can at least choose to turn down more nonsense than is habitual. This won’t always feel polite, and won’t always be popular. But it’s a valid choice and a right for which you can stand up.
	Don’t feel bad about deleting petitions and other junk which looks entirely like a ploy to drop you in front of an online landing page with donate buttons. Don’t be comfortable when organizations screw up badly and won’t even acknowledge it. Don’t give money to fantasy campaigns challenging an incumbent in an electorate with an unassailable partisan advantage, if they look no different from every other campaign which has made the same promise to no result. Don’t buy monthly play-acting that the “midnight FEC deadline” is meaningful. Don’t pay any more attention to The Lincoln Project, ever.3
	Stop giving money to rapacious corporate oligarchs where you can do without that.
	Don’t pounce on Democrats with policies you don’t like on the basis that those policies are electorally ruinous. Our elections don’t really seem to work much like that; by all means denounce bad policies and criticize the choice to promote them, but yelling at one another over who’s turning off voters is pointless if those voters are turned off by everyone and everything.
	Don’t jeer Republicans if they want to dare discuss “national divorce,”4 unless you have some more promising idea for how democracy will manage an enormous, hardened refusenik population.5 Don’t indefinitely accept reassurances that Americans aren’t really that divided, that the fever will break soon, that one or two favorable election cycles are a sustainable trend. Don’t abhor all suggestion of constitutional reform; certainly there are rightwing efforts to etch their agenda into the Constitution, but that’s all the more reason they shouldn’t be the only ones discussing change to a broken and jammed-up system. Don’t let people tell you that “workarounds” are substitutes for solutions, forever, no matter how severe the problem.
	Do engage with the government you have, more often, even and perhaps especially when there aren’t organizations telling you to do so; I won’t claim that this is reliably useful, but here’s a chance to say something or be silent. Learn something about news media, who is involved in it, and try figuring out places you can encourage the good work while pushing back at the stupid bullshit. Call people out, especially and including putative team-allies, when they are spouting nonsense so extreme that it’s dangerous. If you do try to get heard by people in leadership roles, do not just tag their account on whatever social media platform you use.6
	Do call for better than fumbling and nonsense, including from allies. Do support credible, real results when and where you see them. Do speak up to those who ought to hear of, or be reminded of, something you know, if that seems more worthwhile to you than not doing so.

That last point addresses the other reason I hold to honesty, even as for me that means seeing very discouraging circumstances as very discouraging.
	Each of us is ultimately an individual. Without cooperation we can’t accomplish much, but there’s only ever so much that individuals can do toward that goal. When a lot of big things go badly, we decide—either consciously or by default—what’s nonetheless worth our time.
	A number of insightful people have in recent years suggested being mindful about who you are now, because it’s only too easy to lose even that, when turmoil overtakes all around us.7
	This is the advice I can offer best, because it’s what I have tried to live. It isn’t simple or easy. But at every moment, hopefully, we have some choices available. We can choose to go with the crowd. We can choose to question. We can choose to let big things take their course, and turn toward personal priorities. We can choose to look at things as honestly as possible, and try to report what we observe.
	I recommend trying to be honest, trying to be fair, and above all, trying to be mindful about whatever happens and our own part within it.
	Thank you.


Appendix A
Commentary of David Roberts, December 1, 2017

In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, GW Bush & GOP put together an "economic stimulus" bill in response. It was (brace yourself) a huge tax giveaway to the rich. So grotesque a giveaway to the rich that even the WSJ acknowledged as much! Paul Krugman wrote: "It was so extreme that when political consultants tried to get reactions from voter focus groups, the voters refused to believe that they were describing the bill accurately."

"Voters refused to believe." Remember that. 

Now fast forward to 2012 and the Romney/Ryan tax plan, which would have (brace yourself) slashed social spending to pay for giant tax cuts for the rich. Priorities USA, a Dem super PAC, ran focus groups on it. Here's what happened: "When Priorities informed a focus group that Romney supported the Ryan budget plan — & thus championed 'ending Medicare as we know it' while also advocating tax cuts for the wealthiest Americans, the respondents simply refused to believe any politician would do such a thing."

Again, when GOP economic policy is accurately explained to voters, they simply cannot believe it's true.

Lots of people have used this as a kind of punchline, but I think it's worth taking some time to think about it seriously. 

Most ppl have other priorities & are woefully ignorant about politics. Research has confirmed this again & again. Boundless ignorance. Average people absorb politics piecemeal, through osmosis. What they generally see is a haze of pettiness, squabbles, & conflict. Viewed from this distance, most people conclude that "politics" is hopeless, all politicians are venal, & the whole game is corrupt. Unless you're willing to put in serious time & work to suss out the details, "pox on both houses" is kind of the default destination.

So when voters are confronted by the idea that one party wants to take from the poor & sick & to fund tax cuts for the rich and the other party doesn't, it simply doesn't fit the hazy "both sides suck" model. It sounds like an unfair partisan attack. The truth about the GOP sounds like an attack on the GOP, so people dismiss it as such. It is a perverse form of immunity.

And here we come to the true, twisted genius of the decades long RW strategy. They have fractured trust in mainstream institutions so there is no widely trusted person or institution who can tell the truth about the GOP in a way that will be broadly accepted. There are no more trusted referees or arbiters, so the media atmosphere is filled with "both sides" yelling, w/ no way to resolve. In that atmosphere, everyone can just comfortably believe whoever is saying good things about "their side." Epistemological bubbles.

Which brings us to this current tax bill, which is even more comically malign & grasping than past GOP budget plans. Any attempt to accurately describe it sounds like a f'ing comic book villain revealing their evil plot toward the end of the movie. But it is surrounded, in the media atmosphere, by the exact same haze of both-sides charge-and-countercharge as ever.
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Achen, Christopher and Bartels, Larry. Democracy for Realists: Why Elections Do Not Produce Responsive Government. Princeton University Press, 2016.

23. copying the beliefs of elites such as elected officials, rather than the other way around
Matthews, Dylan. “The trolling presidency,” Vox. July 23, 2017. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/23/15983786/trump-negative-partisanship

Chapter 4

1. …worst system of government, except for all the others tried”
Churchill, Winston. Remarks Nov. 11, 1947. “The Worst Form of Government,” International Churchill Society https://winstonchurchill.org/resources/quotes/the-worst-form-of-government/

2. something more complex, fragile and elusive
The Economist’s Democracy Index, published since 2006, reached an all-time low average score for the world’s governments in 2020, a conclusion in line with other expert assessments.
Democracy Index 2020, The Economist Intelligence Unit, London 2021. www.eiu.com

3. policies like letting Medicare negotiate drug prices
While specific results vary, of course, about four in five respondents very reasonably support government negotiating for prescription drug prices, in polling from West Health Policy Center, as well as polling from Kaiser Family Foundation over a number of years. Even a low-end figure from Morning Consult still counted support for the policy nearly double the opposition to it.
https://www.westhealth.org/news/inside-health-policy-poll-finds-most-americans-support-medicare-drug-price-negotiation/
https://khn.org/news/article/poll-prescription-drug-price-negotiation-medicare-public-support/
https://morningconsult.com/2021/09/29/drug-pricing-medicare-reconciliation-bill-polling/

4. outrageously unrepresentative Senate
If Manhattan Island is bisected into northern and southern halves, the population of each is greater than that of the northern and southern Dakotas. Yet the Dakotas receive four votes in the U.S. Senate, while Manhattan shares just two with all of New York state, home to nearly a dozen times as many people as Manhattan alone. This is not a particularly extreme example, either; three other states have populations even smaller than North Dakota, while three states are more populous than New York. This is not remotely government of, by, or for the people.

5. that unemployment is rising when it’s historically low
Froomkin, Dan. “When the public thinks up is down, it’s time to rethink coverage,” Press Watch, March 4, 2022. https://presswatchers.org/2022/03/when-the-public-thinks-up-is-down-its-time-to-rethink-coverage/

6. Millions actively pay to maintain an even worse rightwing media’s production
Fox News is now mostly funded by cable subscriptions (not advertisers).
Media Matters, December 19, 2021. https://www.mediamatters.org/fox-news/media-matters-angelo-carusone-because-there-consensus-forming-around-destructive-power-fox

7. journalism’s ability to carry on with bad habits and customs no matter what
This is essentially an opinion based on impressions over time, however I cannot offer any better summation of the picture than Brian Klaas: “What’s utterly remarkable to me is that useless horse race reporting and both sides-ism remain a central feature of DC journalism, even though reporters literally texted the White House to save their lives from violent thugs who were sent to the Capitol…by the White House” 
https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/1470762773000896520

8. won’t even stop donating money to the most egregiously antidemocratic politicians
Evers-Hillstrom, Karl. “GOP election objectors rake in corporate cash,” The Hill, December 14, 2021. https://thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/business-a-lobbying/585637-gop-election-objectors-rake-in-corporate-cash

9. Voters, it’s worth acknowledging, aren’t especially great at enforcing ethics
Wechsler, Robert. “Problems with the ‘Throw the Bums Out’ Approach,” CityEthics.org, Nov. 9, 2021. https://www.cityethics.org/content/problems-throw-bums-out-approach

10. Neither scandals of substance nor of manners seemed to matter, much
Dunn, Amina. “Trump’s approval ratings so far are unusually stable – and deeply partisan,” Pew Research Center, Aug. 24, 2020. https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/08/24/trumps-approval-ratings-so-far-are-unusually-stable-and-deeply-partisan/

11. Government shutdowns have become routine
All but one federal government shutdown recorded by the U.S. House historian have taken place during my lifetime.
History, Art & Archives, U.S. House of Representatives, “Funding Gaps and Shutdowns in the Federal Government,” https://history.house.gov/Institution/Shutdown/Government-Shutdowns/ 

12. Republicans began weaponizing the threat of default on America’s debt
Chait, Jonathan. “Debt Ceiling Hostage Enablers,” New York Magazine, Jan. 10, 2013. https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2013/01/debt-ceiling-hostage-enablers.html

13. Republicans made no serious attempt at legislating
The two major policy efforts by Congress, during Republicans’ national government trifecta 2017-18, were both essentially sabotage. After years of complaint about the Affordable Care Act, Republicans confirmed that (despite endless promises of “replacement”) they had no real preferred healthcare policy, just a wrecking ball. (A single Senate vote prevented them from demolishing the ACA.) Republicans’ tax cuts lacked even a pretense of being sincere policymaking. They were simply a ram-raid on the federal treasury; every credible projection warned that they would knock an enormous hole in the budget without creating socioeconomic value, which is what happened.

14. agencies as basic as the postal service degraded or corrupted
Bittle, Jake. “'Disastrous at a time like this': the US Postal Service is on the brink of crisis,” The Guardian, June 3, 2020.  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jun/03/us-postal-service-is-struggling--bad-for-election

15. attempts to disown Bush
Chapman, Steve. “Republicans running away from George W. Bush,” My San Antonio, March 27, 2012. https://www.mysanantonio.com/opinion/commentary/article/Republicans-running-away-from-Bush-3438610.php

16. similarities with the frustration and waste of the First World War
These similarities include stalemate and futility, a conviction that the answer is more resources, and a reality that any advances often prove self-defeating. I also suspect that in some sense, both phenomena are products of the relevant societies being wealthy enough to make them possible. By the early 20th century, Europe had become so rich in resources that it could sustain an incredibly costly war for years before socioeconomic breakdown made it impossible for any major belligerents to continue. This may have partly explained the overall equilibrium, as well. Governments preferred to avoid steps like conscription, income taxes, or opening the workforce to women, but they could do so, and if pressed they usually did; it took years of this process for “total war” to become total and genuinely test belligerents to exhaustion. I suspect that America’s political dysfunction would likely have brought on a crisis too large to muddle past, years ago, for a society without the enormous wealth of the United States. For further reading, I recommend A Short History of World War I by James Stokesbury.

17. programs smashed their goals for letters, text messages, even phone calls
In 2020 I participated personally in texting and postal voter-contact programs. Text banks routinely ran out of phone numbers, rapidly. “The Big Send” letter campaign led by Vote Forward surpassed its original goal, increased it, and surpassed the new goal. ActBlue reported more than five billion dollars total contributions for the 2020 election cycle, among other records set. Near the close of the campaign, a volunteer posted in a private forum: “I was just on a phone bank and they kept running out of lists. They said the national campaign is a little overwhelmed by the number of people making calls.”

18. expanding the popular, excellent Medicaid program
Vachon, Nick. “Virginia’s Medicaid expansion is a success story,” The American Independent, Oct. 7, 2021. https://americanindependent.com/virginia-medicaid-expansion-terry-mcauliffe-glenn-youngkin/

19. transferred state government back into Republican hands
Republicans essentially swept Virginia’s 2021 election. They captured state executive offices, and the House of Delegates. Virginia state senators serve four-year terms, and were most recently elected in 2019, so Democrats’ majority in the Virginia Senate was not offered up for voters to sweep aside.

20. e.g. actually taxing the rich
McKoy, Brandon. “At Last! Deal on Millionaires Tax Makes New Jersey’s Tax Code A Lot Fairer,” New Jersey Public Policy.  Sept. 17, 2020.

21. lunge away from the previous year’s landslide vote for Joe Biden was actually larger
Republicans won Virginia’s 2021 election for governor by two points; Biden carried the state by 10 points a year earlier. Democrats won New Jersey’s 2021 election for governor by three points; Biden carried New Jersey by almost 16 points.

22. a policy triumph—nearly cutting child poverty in half
White, Lauren. “Bernie Sanders claim that childhood poverty is cut in half is premature,” Politifact. Sept. 15, 2021. https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2021/sep/15/bernie-sanders/bernie-sanders-claim-childhood-poverty-cut-half-pr/

23. Policy experts are at least beginning to consider a suspicion
Hanauer, Amy. Jan. 25, 2022. https://twitter.com/amyhanauer/status/1486156969190830086

24. changing them even modestly produces significant disruptive feedback
Holder, Michelle. Jan. 12, 2022. https://twitter.com/mlholder999/status/1481297806577049601

25. Progressive policies poll well, reliably
The think tank and polling firm Data for Progress offers mountains of evidence for public support of progressive policy. Inevitably, plenty of critics dispute the firm’s conclusions. A key part of my thesis, here, is that “whose policy polling is the truth” is nearly irrelevant.

26. Colorado’s single-payer healthcare initiative in 2016
Ingold, John. “ColoradoCare measure Amendment 69 defeated soundly,” The Denver Post, Nov. 8, 2016. https://www.denverpost.com/2016/11/08/coloradocare-amendment-69-election-results/

27. Ohio’s prescription drug pricing initiative in 2017
Balmert, Jessie. “Ohio Issue 2 on drug prices fails; Issue 1 on victims' rights passes,” The Cincinnati Enquirer. Nov. 7, 2017. https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/2017/11/07/ohio-issue-2-drug-prices-fails-issue-1-victims-rights-passes/824776001/

28. voters may simultaneously vote for Republicans
The 2014 general election, in which voters in a number of states opposed the Republican Party’s agenda on ballot initiative questions while voting for Republican candidates, was effectively summarized by Ben Casselman: “So voters want a higher minimum wage, legal pot, abortion access and GOP representation. Ok then.” Nov. 4, 2014. https://twitter.com/bencasselman/status/529848264204767232
https://ballotpedia.org/Ballot_Measure_Scorecard,_2014#November_4

Chapter 5

1. My own attempts at drawing legislative districts
see: https://edgeofspace.net/alchemy/?p=3975

2. a decade of tightly gerrymandered election results
Ohio Republicans managed to engineer identical 12R-4D U.S. House delegations across elections as widely varied as the 2012 vote for Obama and multiple other Democrats running statewide, the 2018 split ticket vote, and substantial votes for Republicans in other years. These results tied a national all-time record.
Ostermeier, Eric. “Ohio’s Outgoing Congressional Map Makes the Record Books,” smart politics, Jan. 21, 2022. https://smartpolitics.lib.umn.edu/2022/01/21/ohios-outgoing-congressional-map-makes-the-history-books/

3. they can have theoretical disadvantages
Districts which snake through many political subdivisions can be confusing for all. “Cracking” cities into multiple districts can deny the city any representative from their own population. Districts which sprawl unnecessarily across multiple television media markets are more challenging to campaign in. Etc.

4. a lot of gerrymandering is possible even without squiggly lines
A congressional district map proposed by Florida’s governor, for example, receives a “B” grade from the Princeton Gerrymandering Project for compact districts and limited split counties, but an “F” for partisan fairness.
https://gerrymander.princeton.edu/redistricting-report-card?planId=recP3npRcWsqphsTW

5. aren’t going to wake up one day and say “Oh my god, I'm now a Democrat”
Prakash, Nidhi and Berman, Matt. “Joe Biden Gave An Aggressive Defense Of How He Handles Criticism Of His Son,” BuzzFeed News, Dec. 6, 2019. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/nidhiprakash/joe-biden-hunter-biden-questions

6. when I have heard spokespeople for independent voters
Offended insistence that “we are independent voters, not essentially Democrats or essentially Republicans,” was a very explicit, recurring message in an online panel about independent voters which I watched on February 24, 2021.

7. 2012 when Democrats won more votes for the U.S. House
Haas, Karen L. Statistics of the Presidential and Congressional Election of November 6, 2012. U.S. House of Representatives. Washington: 2013.  https://history.house.gov/Institution/Election-Statistics/2012election/

8. Judging by voter participation in odd-year elections
“Voter turnout,” MIT Election Data + Science Lab. https://electionlab.mit.edu/research/voter-turnout

8. “it’s all going to come down to turnout”
The phrase had already made a shortlist of tired political clichés, a decade ago.
Mak, Tim. “7 very tired political cliches,” Politico. Feb. 15, 2012. https://www.politico.com/story/2012/02/7-very-tired-political-cliches-072896

9. while Democrat McAuliffe’s total was 66% of Biden’s
Historical Elections Database, Virginia Department of Elections. 
https://historical.elections.virginia.gov

10. by 15 percentage points among adults not registered to vote
Balz, Dan, Clement, Scott, and Guskin, Emily. “Biden approval hits new low as economic discontent rises, Post-ABC poll finds,” The Washington Post, Nov. 14, 2021.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/11/14/post-abc-poll-biden/

11. Republicans’ endless voter suppression efforts
“Voting Laws Roundup: December 2021,” The Brennan Center, December 21, 2021. https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/voting-laws-roundup-december-2021

12. Generally it has accomplished little
American voter turnout been consistently mediocre, for generations, and the turnout gap between presidential and midterm elections has remained very consistent even across shifts in overall turnout.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1139251/voter-turnout-in-us-presidential-and-midterm-elections/

13. 2018 Republican nominee who piled up even more votes
Exner, Rich. “Final Ohio 2018 election results: Mike DeWine beat Richard Cordray, 50.4% to 46.7% with largest turnout in Ohio history for a governor’s race,” The Plain Dealer, Dec. 7, 2018. https://www.cleveland.com/datacentral/2018/12/final-ohio-2018-election-results-mike-dewine-beat-richard-cordray-504-to-467-with-largest-turnout-in-ohio-history-for-a-governors-race.html

14. “caravan” fiction which news media dutifully amplified
In the final weeks before the 2018 election, the Washington Post and the New York Times ran more than 115 stories about a slow-moving caravan of Honduran asylum seekers that was more than 1,000 miles from the U.S. border. The volume of promotion by rightwing media was almost immeasurable, and collectively, American media created a fictional crisis which evaporated almost instantly after Election Day.
Klein, Ezra. “To beat Trump, House Democrats need to fight on policy, not just scandals,” Vox, Nov. 12, 2018. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/12/18065602/trump-pelosi-house-democrats-investigations-impeachment

15. usually enough potential voters friendly to either party to win an election
As just one example, Democrats never won Ohio’s 16th Congressional district during the preceding decade—but multiple Democrats running in presidential election years got more votes than the Republican candidate in other years. Betty Sutton’s 2012 total, e.g., would have beaten the Republican candidate in 2014 and 2018. Aaron Godfrey barely had campaign spending in 2020, and ran in a year when Republicans carried the state as a whole easily, but even Godfrey’s total votes would have won in 2014.

16. As an election like 2020
Fabina, Jacob. “Record High Turnout in 2020 General Election,” US Census Bureau, April 29, 2021. https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/04/record-high-turnout-in-2020-general-election.html

Chapter 6

1. Trust in media is low
Edmonds, Rick. “US ranks last among 46 countries in trust in media, Reuters Institute report finds,” Poynter, June 24, 2021. https://www.poynter.org/ethics-trust/2021/us-ranks-last-among-46-countries-in-trust-in-media-reuters-institute-report-finds/

2. rejection of vaccines
Lukpat, Alyssa. “The U.S. is falling to the lowest vaccination rates of the world’s wealthiest democracies,” The New York Times, Sept. 11, 2021. https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/11/world/asia/us-vaccination-rate-low.html

3. contact tracing programs
Ollstein, Alice, and Tahir, Darius. “Contact tracing foiled by conspiracy theories, lack of federal messaging,” Politico, Sept. 3, 2020. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/03/contact-tracing-conspiracy-theories-trump-messaging-408611

4. error in recent cycles’ election forecasting
Witynski, Max. “Polling is broken: Lessons from the 2020 election—and ways to improve in the future,” uchicago news, Nov. 16, 2020. https://news.uchicago.edu/story/polling-broken-lessons-2020-election-and-ways-improve-future

5. expressed preferences had shifted in favor of impeachment
Bycoffe, Aaron, Koeze, Ella, and Rakich, Nathaniel. “Did Americans Support Removing Trump From Office?” FiveThirtyEight, Feb. 12, 2020. https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/impeachment-polls/

6. major parties have essentially been losing for some time
“A Deep Dive Into Party Affiliation,” Pew Research Center, April 7, 2015. https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2015/04/07/a-deep-dive-into-party-affiliation/

7. nearly one in five assigning it to the GOP
Montanaro, Domenico, and Snell, Kelsey. “A new poll finds major warning signs for Biden and fellow Democrats,” Dec. 9, 2021, Morning Edition, National Public Radio. https://www.npr.org/2021/12/09/1062453165/npr-marist-poll-biden-democrats-infrastructure-build-back-better

8. 2017 game of hot potato played over “Obamacare” repeal
Klein, Ezra. “Republicans’ Obamacare repeal drive has revealed a political system where words have no meaning,” Vox, July 27, 2017. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/27/16035644/republicans-obamacare-repeal-lying

9. “Depublican and Remocrats”
Firem, Sheldon. “Depublican and Remocrats,” iIrish, vol 15, issue 12, December 2021. https://iirish.us/2021/11/30/depublican-and-remocrats/

10. providing a measure of political cover for acting
The gas tax is almost an ideal explanation of this function of bipartisanship, and its breakdown. Taxing gasoline is sound, responsible policy from a social value perspective. It is also an incredibly simple and easy subject for populist backlash; this provides enormous incentive to enact increases only as cross-party bargains, and thereby ensure that neither party provides a clear target for angry voters. Congress has voted no increases to the tax since 1993. The 1994 election marked the end of such bargains, the end of federal gas tax increases, and arguably the beginning of nemesis-driven politics.

11. even Republicans more liberal than some Democrats
Brady, David. “The Problem With Ideological Purity in Congress,” RealClear Politics, Jan. 11, 2022. https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2022/01/11/the_problem_with_ideological_purity_in_congress_147006.html

12. much the same thing as the “uniparty” jibe
Tellingly, perhaps, Google Ngram finds use of the term “uniparty” first appearing in the 1920s but spiking shortly after the second world war, reaching an all-time peak in the late 1960s, and bouncing downward ever since. https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=uniparty&year_start=1800&year_end=2019&corpus=26&smoothing=3&direct_url=t1%3B%2Cuniparty%3B%2Cc0#t1%3B%2Cuniparty%3B%2Cc0

13. wish for more than “a dime’s worth of difference”
A 1950 report published by the American Political Science Association actually decried the interchangeability of the two major parties, and advocated active sorting by ideology.
Greenblatt, Alan. “It Took Decades for America to Become This Divided,” Governing, Dec. 23, 2020. https://www.governing.com/now/it-took-decades-for-america-to-become-this-divided.html

14. set off a long-term sorting of America’s parties by racial attitudes
Though widely reported, the Democrat Johnson’s alleged remark to an aid that signing civil rights legislation meant “we have lost the South for a generation” is likely apocryphal. The story has probably circulated for so long in large part because it conforms so accurately to the events which followed.

15. a party-blindness which is absurd when parties are fully sorted for or against them
The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) offers an ideal, if by no means unique, example. AARP constantly whips social media followers to anger about obstruction of its policy goals, but never under any circumstances reports who supports the goals and who opposes them. The immovably fixed habit—a habit, again, not unique to AARP—of simply pointing and yelling at “Congress” might as well be an intentional effort to baffle informed voting and maximize toxic cynicism.

16. constantly reinforcing the idea that “bipartisanship” is important to them
At the same time that Democrats have been clamoring ineffectively to remind voters of e.g. Republicans’ total opposition to the American Rescue Plan Act, they have lined up behind “Bipartisan Infrastructure” as the name for their most significant other recent legislative accomplishment.

17. members of Congress still play an annual baseball game
It is genuinely dumbfounding to dwell on the fact that this (annual men’s baseball and women’s softball games, to be precise, with members of Congress as well as the Washington press corps participating) absurdist ritual continues to take place. Is the promotion of camaraderie and cooperation the excuse? How well is that working?

18. “Sister Souljah moment”
Page, Clarence. “BILL CLINTON’S DEBT TO SISTER SOULJAH,” Chicago Tribune, Oct. 28, 1992. https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-1992-10-28-9204070622-story.html

19. what political scientists call negative partisanship
Matthews, Dylan. “The trolling presidency,” Vox, July 23, 2017. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/23/15983786/trump-negative-partisanship

20. even when those policies are popular with Republican voters
Leonhardt, David, and Philbrick, Ian. “Unpopulism,” The Morning, The New York Times, Sept. 29, 2021. https://messaging-custom-newsletters.nytimes.com/template/oakv2?campaign_id=9&emc=edit_nn_20210929&instance_id=41561&nl=the-morning&productCode=NN&regi_id=74063732&segment_id=70160&te=1&uri=nyt%3A%2F%2Fnewsletter%2F15da1e1c-671d-5658-a340-60c1146394c7&user_id=521fc8d459bb39831d34f948f8a861ce

21. “blue lies”
Smith, Jeremy. “How the Science of ‘Blue Lies’ May Explain Trump’s Support,” Scientific American, March 24, 2017. https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/guest-blog/how-the-science-of-blue-lies-may-explain-trumps-support/

22. intended to stick it to the opposition
Amid the multiple ongoing trends toward poisoned and dysfunctional politics, it’s difficult for single events to stand out, but the undisguised bad-faith of Republicans around recent Supreme Court appointments should be shocking. Multiple Republican senators, Lindsey Graham in particular, cannot even pretend to have done anything except dishonestly promise in 2016 that they opposed appointments in a presidential election year on principle, followed four years later by voting to ram through an appointee as voting in the 2020 presidential election had already begun. In a functional political system, dishonesty this flagrant would be disqualifying. In America’s political system, however, those Republicans who noticed the dishonesty presumably approve of it as successful deception of a recognized enemy (and swing voters who noticed presumably discount its significance because they regard all politicians as thoroughly dishonest anyway).

Chapter 7

1. more voters are turning away from any
Chinni, Dante. “Rise of the Independents,” NBC News, July 5, 2015. https://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/nerdscreen-rise-independents-n386911

2.  America is steadily trending Democratic
Kuttner, Robert. “Get a Grip: There Will Be a Budget Resolution,” The American Prospect, Sept. 29, 2021. https://prospect.org/blogs/tap/get-a-grip-there-will-be-a-budget-resolution/

3. the exception comes with multiple asterisks
To list just two major caveats to George W. Bush’s actual majority vote in 2004, Republicans’ only such victory in decades: Bush enjoyed the advantages of incumbency which he only attained through an undemocratic means in 2000. Bush also enjoyed the advantage of a traumatized nation so desperate for leadership that it simply projected the need onto him.

4. was another group’s distracting side issue
Wan, William. “Democrats are still ignoring the people who could have helped them defeat Trump, Ohio party leaders say,” The Washington Post, April 5, 2017. https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/democrats-are-still-ignoring-the-people-who-could-have-helped-them-defeat-trump-ohio-party-leaders-say/2017/04/04/405295e0-0428-11e7-ad5b-d22680e18d10_story.html

5. the strongest for a sitting president in 20 years
Lichfield, John. “How Britain betrayed Macron,” UnHerd, Nov. 3, 2021. https://unherd.com/2021/11/how-britain-betrayed-macron/

6. given energy to separatist campaigns
In addition to the popularity of the pro-independence SNP in Scotland, Welsh independence now draws enough interest to be a topic of conversation (see e.g. “Is a quiet revolution edging Wales down the road to independence?” in the April 25, 2021 Guardian) and Northern Ireland supports a referendum on separation from the UK, if not separation itself. 

7. rarely united behind one majority party in recent years
Parliamentary majorities have governed Canada for less than half the 18 year period 2004-2022, while four Canadian governments have rested on parliamentary pluralities during the balance of these years.

8. India, has one absolute ethnic majority
About three-fourths of India’s enormous population is Indo-Aryan ethnicity, and of Hindu faith (the Hindu supermajority being partly a consequence of partition). 
CIA World Factbook. https://www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook/countries/india/

9. America is becoming minority-majority
Mizrahi, Isaac. “The Minority-Majority Shift. Two Decades That Will Change America,” Forbes, Sept. 23, 2020. https://www.forbes.com/sites/isaacmizrahi/2020/09/23/the-minority-majority-shift-two-decades-that-will-change-america-the-surge-of-multiracial-families/?sh=12129e4c6ba5

10. multiethnic democracy within the past 60 years
This observation, that America has only really attempted inclusive democracy since voting and civil rights reforms of the 1960s, is by no means a novel theory of mine. As just one demonstration, I offer the author Teri Kanefield, who has assuredly not been absorbing ideas from me.
Kanefield, Teri. “Are we too far gone?” July 18, 2021. https://terikanefield.com/are-we-too-far-gone/

11. Few of the world’s largest democracies approach the size of the United States
Of the states which have even half America’s population, or greater, China is an outright authoritarian state, while expert indices rate the others as hybrid regimes, or democracies more flawed than the U.S. Every model democracy such as Switzerland, Canada, or New Zealand, has a far smaller population than America’s.

12. Basically no other large democracies attempt to operate as a two-party system
It is difficult even to find examples. Pakistan (somewhat smaller than two-thirds the population of the U.S.) attempted a two-party political system, but it has not lasted.

Chapter 8

1. assumes that American democracy maintains itself
Congress has standing committees dedicated to printing, aging, Indian affairs, etc., but there is no standing committee or department responsible for promoting democracy, at least domestically.

2. Arguably they’re doing somewhat worse than Democrats
Democrats’ streak of getting the most votes in presidential elections, as noted, goes back to 1992 except for one qualified exception. Critics can argue that Republicans are not trying to win the popular vote, and that if they were, they would e.g. expend more resources in states like California and get more votes; the voter turnout surge in 2020 reinforces my own counter-suspicion that if no Electoral College existed, total vote shares would still be very similar. Additionally, for what it’s worth, Democratic presidents Clinton and Obama left office after two terms with generally favorable public standing, while Trump and Bush II left office widely reviled.

3. even when Democratic candidates got more votes the next year
“Election Statistics: 1920 to Present,” Clerk of the U.S. House of Representatives. https://history.house.gov/Institution/Election-Statistics/Election-Statistics/

4. still got stuck with Republican statehouse majorities
Perkins, Tom, “Once again, Michigan Dems get more state Senate and House votes, but GOP keeps power,” Detroit Metro Times, Nov. 7, 2018. https://www.metrotimes.com/detroit/once-again-michigan-dems-get-more-state-senate-and-house-votes-but-gop-keeps-power/Content?oid=17450697

5. This provided the raw power
To explain, I mean that while Republicans already had a Senate majority before the 2018 election, the fact that they gained a vote rather than losing any—even during a massive wave election for Democrats—is what permitted them to ramrod one more Trump appointee onto the Supreme Court in 2020.

6. a Democratic president who would nominate very different judges
By late October 2020, when Republicans ramrodded Trump’s third Supreme Court appointment through the Senate, presidential election voting (against Trump, for a second time) had already been underway for weeks in much of the country. 

7. will change rules back and forth without any qualm
See, for example, the history of the Senate “blue slip” rule.
Yglesias, Mattherw. “Donald Trump, the resistance, and the limits of normcore politics,” Vox, July 3, 2018. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/3/17379766/trump-norms-democracy

8. loathing for many Republican policies and personalities but vote for the party
Choi, Joseph. “Majority of Kentuckians disapprove of McConnell's job in Senate,” The Hill, Feb. 12, 2021. https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/538518-majority-of-kentuckians-disapprove-of-mcconnells-job-in-senate

9. very effective reversal of shock and disgust
Gramlich, John. “A look back at Americans’ reactions to the Jan. 6 riot at the U.S. Capitol,” Pew Research, Jan. 4, 2022. https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2022/01/04/a-look-back-at-americans-reactions-to-the-jan-6-riot-at-the-u-s-capitol/

10. catastrophic nemesis election in 2010
Statistician Nate Silver summarized the lunge away from the 2008 vote as “A 17-point swing from the 2008 popular vote in the House (D +10) to the 2010 vote (R +7). The average midterm swing is about 7 points—this was more than twice as large: the largest swing since WW2.” Aug. 31, 2018. https://twitter.com/NateSilver538/status/1035665176467591168

11. for which voters mostly expressed support, in detail
Dalen JE, Waterbrook K, Alpert JS. Why do so many Americans oppose the Affordable Care Act? Am J Med. 2015 Aug;128(8):807-10. doi: 10.1016/j.amjmed.2015.01.032. Epub 2015 Feb 27. PMID: 25731135.

12. systems which don’t declare their party in control of national government
This subject could be an entire separate book. The basic function of America’s elections depends on lots and lots of minor authorities at the county level and below, as much as it depends on state and federal authorities. The events around the Wayne County, Michigan, Board of Canvassers in November 2020 seem like a signpost toward the future; amid aggressive national promotion of lies about vote fraud, Republican members of the board dragged their feet before agreeing to certify the county’s vote totals, then swiftly recanted and publicly claimed that they wished to rescind their votes to certify. Similar sabotage of the local election processes, but without even temporary concession of reality, is easily imaginable on a mass scale in the near future. 

13. metastasized beyond proposing or passing bills
“Democracy Crisis in the Making Report Update: 2021 Year-End Numbers,” Dec. 2021, States United Democracy Center. https://statesuniteddemocracy.org/resources/decupdate/

14. which fired politicians from the process entirely
Spencer, Ashley. “How do you stop politicians from rigging the ballot? This woman knows,” The Guardian, April 2, 2020. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/apr/02/katie-fahey-slay-the-dragon-gerrymandering

15. contribution they seem to make to democracy
Madland, David, and Shaiken, Harley. “Issue Brief: Unions Are Good for the Economy and Democracy,” Center for American Progress, December 9, 2008. https://www.americanprogress.org/article/issue-brief-unions-are-good-for-the-economy-and-democracy/

16. boxes on a map regardless of how many people live in them
Article V of the United States Constitution provides for amending or replacing the Constitution, with a few exceptions, only one of which did not sunset in 1808. The sole provision which the Constitution permanently forbids amending is a Senate which represents states equally. In theory, one amendment could remove that part of Article V, then a subsequent amendment could modify or abolish the Senate.

17. have made Constitutional reform impossible for decades
In practice, only one very small-ball amendment to the U.S. Constitution has reached the extreme threshold required for adoption, since backlash stopped momentum behind the Equal Rights Amendment, and even the 27th amendment was 30 years ago.

18. obvious workaround is admitting new states
To be precise, Article IV Section 3 of the U.S. Constitution provides Congress almost unlimited power to create new states, but requires consent of the relevant state legislature in order to create a new state from territory of one which already exists. Congress has in practice ignored this provision—most obviously in the creation of West Virginia—and gotten away with it. 
https://prologue.blogs.archives.gov/2010/11/08/is-west-virginia-constitutional/

Chapter 9

1. panic about schemes to “overturn a presidential election,”
Leonhardt, David, and Philbrick, Ian. “House on fire,” The Morning, The New York Times, Jan. 12, 2022. https://messaging-custom-newsletters.nytimes.com/template/oakv2?campaign_id=9&emc=edit_nn_20220112&instance_id=50066&nl=the-morning&productCode=NN&regi_id=74063732&segment_id=79432&te=1&uri=nyt%3A%2F%2Fnewsletter%2F9d5fa740-1846-5a52-8c31-14a312b879e3&user_id=521fc8d459bb39831d34f948f8a861ce

2. writing about “after democracy is out of danger”
Leonhardt, David. “The threat today,” The Morning, The New York Times, Jan. 6, 2022.  https://messaging-custom-newsletters.nytimes.com/template/oakv2?campaign_id=9&emc=edit_nn_20220106&instance_id=49570&nl=the-morning&productCode=NN&regi_id=74063732&segment_id=78841&te=1&uri=nyt%3A%2F%2Fnewsletter%2Fe5835152-87ff-55f9-a0cf-833cc818ab23&user_id=521fc8d459bb39831d34f948f8a861ce

3. not a brief phase
The contemporary Republican Party was essentially born in the backlash to desegregation and voting rights reforms in the 1960s, and the political realignment which followed. In more than half a century, it has grown from that beginning but never away from it. Barack Obama speculated a decade ago that “the fever may break” if his hopes for reelection in 2012 were achieved, because Republicans would realize that their party had to adapt to changing society rather than forcing it backward. Instead, Republican National Committee Chair Reince Priebus produced an extensive “autopsy” of the party’s failure in 2012, which called for precisely such concessions to diversity and modernity—and Republicans ignored it entirely, embraced Donald Trump’s contrasting appeals to grievance and revanchism, and are now more fervently opposed to multicultural democracy than ever.

4. the fiasco of redistricting reform in Ohio
In 2015 and 2018 amendments to the state constitution, Ohio voters overwhelmingly supported redistricting reforms meant to end gerrymandering. Ohio Republicans—who participated in negotiating both reforms and who as a party formally endorsed them—have consistently dishonored both the spirit and letter of the law.

5. seems to be the case around the democratic coalition
The flowering of organizing and engagement after the 2016 election is as good a demonstration of this, as any. Nearly all of it amounted to old tactics, from central-casting leadership or their understudies, and within about a year mostly came down to “push harder on existing processes, and elect more Democrats.” The relatively novel projects, which focused on e.g. applying pressure to corporate powers, were always minor in scale and dwindled further with time.

6. Having observed the shrugging and carrying on continue
I could point to any number of examples, here. A Lawyers for Good Government email just listed, at length, major awful circumstances continuing or emerging despite years of work, then wrapped up with “that’s why we have to fight and win” without addressing in any way what might reverse the trend of failure. Late in 2021 Swing Left recapped how “The first step in our plan was defending the Democratic trifecta in Virginia this year,” then breezed right past the colossal failure of that effort. A 2022 email from Indivisible co-founder Ezra Levin, however, might offer an example as good as any; reflecting on the total failure of the organization’s fundamental mission to work within decaying electoral politics to reverse the decay, Levin endorses “put one foot in front of the other,” which sounds very much like plodding onward without questioning any basic assumptions.

7. or terribly good at it
The experiences of 2020, in particular the efforts to respond to a pandemic—efforts which were painfully slow, awkward and fragile even when not actively resisted—offered a discouraging, extended lesson on this principle. 

8. we have a good chance of losing the republic
Hogg, David. Nov. 25, 2021. https://twitter.com/davidhogg111/status/1464067156149256192

9. Elites love the idea of a coalition of parties
Leonhardt, David. “The threat today,” The Morning, The New York Times, Jan. 6, 2022.  https://messaging-custom-newsletters.nytimes.com/template/oakv2?campaign_id=9&emc=edit_nn_20220106&instance_id=49570&nl=the-morning&productCode=NN&regi_id=74063732&segment_id=78841&te=1&uri=nyt%3A%2F%2Fnewsletter%2Fe5835152-87ff-55f9-a0cf-833cc818ab23&user_id=521fc8d459bb39831d34f948f8a861ce

10. laws constrain coordination between some
In a formal sense, organizations often have a registered political action committee (PAC) which is separate on paper, and PACs are prohibited from coordinating directly with nonpartisan advocacy organizations, which is why e.g. organizations working to end Ohio gerrymandering have formed two coalitions, one of PACs and the other of nonpartisan advocacy orgs.

11. Neither the National Committee
Atkins, David. Dec. 15, 2020. https://twitter.com/DavidOAtkins/status/1338951001726808064

12. campaigning at this level is very low-return
Matthews, Dylan. “A massive new study reviews the evidence on whether campaigning works. The answer's bleak,” Vox. Sept. 28, 2017. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/28/16367580/campaigning-doesnt-work-general-election-study-kalla-broockman

13. favorability rating about as high as any in generations
Brenan, Megan. “Approval of Labor Unions at Highest Point Since 1965,” Gallup, Sept. 2, 2021. https://news.gallup.com/poll/354455/approval-labor-unions-highest-point-1965.aspx

14. Polish trade unions offering a celebrated example
Scislowska, Monika. “Poland marks 40 years since key pro-democracy agreement,” Associated Press, Aug. 31, 2020. https://ca.news.yahoo.com/poland-marks-40-years-since-111809544.html

15. undemocratic processes for choosing someone for president
Beyond the problems of caucuses, superdelegates, arbitrary and shifting debate rules, etc., the entire structure of presidential primaries where some people’s votes are counted before other people even begin voting seems, almost, designed to muddy as much as possible what voters’ wishes even are.

16. sustained projects to move the electorate
To elaborate on the “practice what they preach” concept, consider a very simplistic comparison of the major parties’ economic models. Republicans advocate a dog-eat-dog world. Keep what you can get, spend it how you want. (Which is not to say that they advocate laissez-faire economics; in their model, the state itself is just one more property which big enough fortunes have every right to purchase and use as they wish.) Democrats advocate collective action, through an elected central authority collecting resources and redistributing them for the greater good. But Democrats’ internal finances look much more like Republicans’ model. Donors, candidates and PACs can all use their money however they want, and even the richest have no obligation to share the wealth. It shouldn’t have to work that way, especially with so much of the Democratic Party’s money passing through a single treasury (ActBlue). Yet Democrats, who aspire for Americans to entrust the party with authority to redistribute among society as a whole—given Republicans’ total obstruction, Democrats now have to aspire to this if they genuinely wish to do anything—can’t even overcome distrust and resistance to redistribution among themselves.

17. but support all the same antidemocratic policies
Essentially zero Republicans in national politics dissent from the party’s agenda of voter suppression, gerrymandering, partisan court-rigging, etc. The person closest to being an exception is probably Alaska Senator Lisa Murkowski, the lone Republican in Congress willing to formally co-sponsor a renewed Voting Rights Act; even this minor dissent is essentially symbolic, as Murkowski of course supports the antidemocratic rules by which a minority within an antidemocratic Senate can blockade any and all legislation forever.

18. stable governance for all of America
It’s entirely understandable that Democratic factions are distrustful of greater centralized authority than exists within the coalition (currently right around none). Yet the entire coalition professes a belief that the larger country as a whole, with its much greater variety of conflicting interests, can sustain a stable central authority, and that the solution is simply democracy, with a fair system of rules enforced to make sure that authority remains answerable to voters. I am familiar enough with the internal workings of such flimsy internal authorities as the Democratic Party possesses to state unequivocally that Democrats do not even attempt such a solution among ourselves.

19. what the British call “first-past-the-post”
Franklin, Josh. “First Past the Post Voting: Our Elections Explained,” Common Cause Colorado, June 22, 2020. https://www.commoncause.org/colorado/democracy-wire/first-past-the-post-voting-our-elections-explained/

20. Different structures for elections and representation
“Voting Systems,” Electoral Reform Society, 2017. https://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/voting-systems/

Chapter 10

1. the history of four republics, e.g., especially the fourth
Boissoneault, Lorraine. “Why Is France in Its Fifth Republic?” Smithsonian Magazine, April 20, 2017. https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/why-france-its-fifth-republic-180962983/

2. “captured by the bamboozle”
Sagan, Carl. The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark. New York: Random House, 1996.

3. Don’t pay any more attention to The Lincoln Project
Heer, Jeet. “A Fraud, Not a Lincoln,” The Nation, March 10, 2021. https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/lincoln-project-trump-fraud/

4. if they want to dare discuss “national divorce”
In late December 2021, e.g., Republican Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene repeated support for the idea of “national divorce,” and even after the previous month’s loud warning that fighting over the whole country was very much not going Democrats’ way, liberal Twitter sneered and rolled its eyes.

5. an enormous, hardened refusenik population
There’s a saying that “if someone owes you $500, that’s their problem; if someone owes you $500 million, that’s your problem.” It seems to me that if tens of individuals in a liberal democracy reject its philosophy, tens of individuals have a problem; if tens of millions reject its philosophy, society has a problem. 

6. on whatever social media platform you use
Some times tagging people on social media works. Chances are relatively good with journalists, and less so with full-time elected executives (definitely the president, but also governors, and even many mayors). Tagging your U.S. senator is just about the least likely to succeed out of any contact method you might attempt.

7. too easy to lose even that, when turmoil overtakes all around us
Sandy, Eric. “The swarming,” Sept. 28, 2020. https://ericsandy.com/2020/09/28/the-swarming/

Appendix

The original series of tweets from David Roberts, posted December 1, 2017, are no longer on Twitter. The entire thread is quoted in an article by Dan Savage, published three days later in The Stranger. https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2017/12/04/25607037/the-tax-bill-an-optimistic-take-and-a-pessimistic-take

Paul Krugman wrote
Krugman, Paul. “A No-Win Outcome,” The New York Times, Dec. 21, 2001. http://www.nytimes.com/2001/12/21/opinion/a-no-win-outcome.html

Priorities USA, a Dem super PAC, ran focus groups
“Can the Democrats Catch Up in the Super-PAC Game?” The New York Times Magazine, July 8, 2012. https://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/08/magazine/can-the-democrats-catch-up-in-the-super-pac-game.html
